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Abstract
In the thesis we solve the shared-control problem for three classes of systems: a class of
linear mechanical systems, mobile robots and rear wheel drive cars, via full state feedback
or output feedback while ensuring that all the state constraints on the closed-loop systems
are satisﬁed. To design the feedback controller for a system with state constraints we ﬁrstly
remove all the constraints by changing the coordinates through a logarithmic function. Then
the back-stepping method is used to design the controller and a Lyapunov-like analysis is
used to prove stability properties of the closed-loop system. The shared-control algorithm is
based on a hysteresis switch which reduces oscillations when changing the control authority
from the human operator to the feedback controller or vice-versa. Unlike other shared-control
methods, formal properties of the closed-loop systems with the shared-control have been
rigorously established.
We start the design of the full state-feedback shared-controller with the assumption that
the admissible Cartesian conﬁguration set Pa of the system is a time-invariant convex
set deﬁned by a group of linear inequalities. Then the results are extended to the design
of shared-controllers via output feedback. In the cases in which only output feedback is
available, we can solve the problem by either developing an observer or “remodeling” the
system. Through system remodeling we are able to deal with any shape of the admissible
conﬁguration set Pa, even time-varying ones.
Simulation results help to illustrate how the shared-controller works and show its effec-
tiveness. The state of the closed-loop system with the shared-control never violates the
constraints. Experiments done on a mobile robot also demonstrate that the shared-control
algorithm works well in practice and meets all safety requirements. In addition, the experi-
mental results match the simulation ones, indicating that the modeling approximations are
reasonable and suitable.
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Notation
A list of mathematical notations used in the thesis is given as follows.
R
+ The set of all the positive real numbers
R
n The n-dimensional vector space over the ﬁeld of the real numbers
R
n×m The set of n-by-m matrices with all real entries
S The set of angles measured starting at the positive horizontal axis and
with anti-clockwise rotation on a circle
C
− The set of all the complex numbers with negative real part
A The set of all the real numbers with its absolute value less or equal to π2
λ (A) Eigenvalues of the matrix A
ΠA(B) The projection of Set B to Set A
I The identity matrix
col(a,b) The column vector obtained by stacking the vector b under a
Pa The admissible conﬁguration set
R The admissible state set of the system
Rs The safe subset of the overall set R
Rh The hysteresis subset of the overall set R
Rd The dangerous subset of the overall set R
Let M ∈ Rn×n be a matrix. MT denotes the transpose of M. M is positive deﬁnite (positive
semi-deﬁnite, resp.), denoted as M > 0 (M ≥ 0, resp.), if xTMx> 0 (xTMx≥ 0, resp.) for all
x ∈ Rn and x = 0.
Let S (t) be, for any ﬁxed t, a set, Bε(x) be the ball centered at x with radius ε > 0, Q¯ be the
complement of the set Q. Then lim
t→∞S (t) denotes the limit, if it exists, of the set S (t) as
t →∞. The limit equals Q if and only if ∀ε > 0,∃tε > 0 such that Qε− ⊂S (t)⊂Qε+ ∀t ≥
tε , where Qε+ = {Bε(x),x ∈ Q},Qε− = ((Q¯)ε+).
Let P be a set and P ⊆ Rn. Then SP+T denotes the set deﬁned as
{x ∈ Rn | x= Sy+T, y ∈P},
2 List of tables
where S ∈ Rn×n and T ∈ Rn.
The matrix 0 ∈ Rn×n denotes the matrix with all elements equal to zero. A diagonal n×
n matrix is written as diag(a1,a2, . . . ,an), where ai is the diagonal elements for all i ∈
{1,2, . . . ,n}.
Let x= [x1,x2, . . . ,xn]T ∈Rn. Then |x| denotes the vector deﬁned as |x|= [|x1|, |x2|, . . . , |xn|]T .
The notation x(t) = [x1(t), . . . ,xn(t)]T < 0 means that x j(t)≤ 0, ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and x j(t)< 0
for at least one j.
The deﬁnition of omega limit set, denoted as Ω-limit set, is given as follows. In the trajectory
tracking cases the deﬁnition of Ω-limit set is the same as that given in [17]. Let Φ(t,x) be the
ﬂow of the differential equation x˙= f (x), where f ∈ Ck(M,Rn), with k ≥ 1 and M an open
subset of Rn. Consider x ∈M. The omega limit set of x, denoted as Ω(x), is the set of points
y ∈M such that there exists a sequence tn → ∞ with Φ(tn,x) = y. On the other hand, in the
cases in which there is no given reference signal to track, let x=Φ(t,x0,u(t)) be the solution
of the differential equation x˙= f (x,u(t)) with initial state x= x0, where f ∈Ck(M,Rn), with
k≥ 1 and M an open subset of Rn. Consider x0 ∈M. The omega limit set of x with the given
initial state x0, denoted as Ω(x), is the set of points y ∈M such that Φ(t,x0,u(t)) = y.
In the thesis we use the subscripts h, f and s to denote the control inputs generated by the
human operator, the feedback controller and the shared-controller, respectively. We use the
name h-control and f-control, denoted as uh and u f , to describe the human action and the
feedback control action, respectively. In addition, the sharing function, denoted as k, is used
to quantify how the control authority is shared between uh and u f .
We use the name h-closed-loop system and s-closed-loop system to denote the closed-loop
system controlled by human only and the shared-controller, respectively.
A list of acronyms used in the thesis is given in the table below.
MPC Model Predictive Control
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
P2OS Pioneer 2 Operative System
AT All Terrain
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
PWM Pulse Width Modulated
PID Proportional-Integral-Derivative
Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis develops a shared-control algorithm for a class of linear constrained systems
via full state-feedback or partial state-feedback to guarantee the “safety” of the closed-loop
system and points out advantages and disadvantages over other existing methods. The shared-
control problem for classes of nonlinear systems (such as mobile robots, UAVs operating in
a three-dimensional space and rear wheel drive cars) and multi-agent systems (such as multi-
vehicle systems) are also studied. The shared-control algorithm is used to solve the collision
avoidance problem for nonlinear systems in either a static or a dynamic environment.
1.1 Motivation
Shared-control refers to a control framework arising from the simultaneous use of a feedback
control input and a human operator input. It has gained attentions and interests in an extensive
range of research and engineering communities, in both academia and industry, over the past
decades since it integrates the best of both worlds: the fast, reliable and precise performance
of a feedback controller and the adaptive, interactive and inventive task execution ability of a
human operator. The name “shared-control” has the same meaning as that given in [11, 96]
and as in the anti-lock braking system. The human operator takes charge of the system in
“normal” circumstances, while the control authority is passed to the feedback controller in
“dangerous” situations. Therefore, the safety of the system with shared-control is guaranteed.
In addition, the human being is able to enjoy the operation, feeling that the system responds to
his/her actions, and to get the feedback from the shared-controller indicating how dangerous
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his/her behaviour is. This is why shared-control has signiﬁcant importance and is broadly
used in military and civilian facilities.
1.2 Background
Industry manipulators and some man-operated systems have signiﬁcant safety issues caused
by operator’s fatigue, inattention and judgment errors. Therefore engineers are trying to
design feedback controllers which are responsible for part of the control task and are used
to guarantee the safety of the closed-loop system. In other words, the control authority
of the system is shared between the human operator and the feedback controller. Typical
applications of the shared-control can be found in robots [87, 98, 102], vehicles [81, 97, 116],
ﬂights [34], training systems [64, 84], tele-operations [13, 45, 46], prosthetic hands [23],
intelligent wheelchairs [18, 26, 107], medical surgeries [12, 80], the assembly industry
[31, 77] and transportation systems [49].
The idea of using a shared-controller to guarantee the safety of a system was ﬁrst proposed
by Bejczy in 1980 [9]. He presented results of the tele-operator research conducted at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, pointed out some advances made in tele-opearation through shared-
control and predicted that future teleoperator devices would probably have semi-autonomous
capabilities. Backes and Tso also contributed to the development of shared-control design
for tele-robots in [5]. With the development of technology in many science and engineering
areas, such as sensors, control designs, human-machine interfaces and computer applications,
human beings have passed a portion of the control authority to the computer (the automatic
controller) when operating various systems. [16] has demonstrated that the shared-control is
able to improve the performance and reduce the error compared with manual operation.
Table 1.1 presents a taxonomy of Level of Automation (LOA) based on the autonomy levels
and the extent of the use of feedback controller to support the human operator. The table
depends heavily on Kaber and Endsley’s taxonomy for human-computer performance in
dynamic, multi-task scenarios [10] but expands, reorders and redeﬁnes the levels. The table
indicates that there are various ways for the human operator to interact with the system. For
instance, planet robots designed for exploration are able to execute the “command’ (such
as ‘move 5 meters forward’) sent by the ground controller automatically. This belongs to
the third level of LOA, i.e. Batch Processing level. Another popular class of systems with
humans in the control loop are modern aircrafts. They are mainly controlled by the pilot
during take-off and landing. But the control authority is passed to the “autopilot” if the
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LOA Description
Manual Control The operator is required to continually monitor the status of the
system, generate performance options, select one option to perform
and physically implement it.
Action Support Both the operator and the computer are required to monitor the
status of the system continuously. The operator generates and selects
the strategy, while the system assists the operator with performance
of the selected action.
Batch Processing The human generates and selects strategies to be performed,
but they are then passed to the system to be executed automatically.
Shared Control The human operator is responsible for generating a strategy. Then the
computer will judge whether the strategy is safe. If it is unsafe, the
computer should modify the strategy and implement the updated one.
Decision Support The operator select an option generated by the computer or
himself and then let the computer to implement it.
Blended Decision The computer generates a series of strategies, selects one from them
Making and implement it if the human agrees. The human operator may
consent to the computer’s selection or choose one from those
generated by the computer or by the human. The computer will then
carry out the selection action.
Rigid System The operator’s role is to select from a set of performance generated by
the computer and then let the computer to carry it out alone.
Automated The computer choose the best option from a list of possible actions
Decision Making generated by the human or the computer and implement that option.
Supervisory The system generates strategies, selects one to implement and carries it
Control out. The operator monitors the status of the system and intervenes if
necessary.
Full Automation The system carries out all actions itself. The human is completely
out of the control loop and cannot intervene.
Table 1.1 Taxonomy for human-computer activities in dynamic scenarios [10].
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aircraft is ﬂying smoothly until unexpected situations happen, when the control authority
is regained by the pilot. Besides airplanes, “Google car” is another example which aims to
liberate the driver from the control loop but allows him/her to take charge in “emergencies”
or critical situations. Our approach is opposite to modern aircrafts and “Google Cars”. The
control authority is held by the human operator most of the time to let him/her enjoy the
“fun” of operations and it is gained by the feedback controller only if the operator behaves
“dangerously”. Therefore, the level of automation we discuss in the thesis belong to the fourth
level of LOA, i.e. Shared Control level. The main reason for using shared-control rather
than manual control in the thesis is that we are interested in guaranteeing the safety of the
closed-loop system and in achieving collision avoidance . On the other hand, the primary
reason for using shared-control instead of automatic control is to give sufﬁcient freedom to
the human operator and let him/her take charge of the system.
A widely used method to solve the obstacle avoidance problem is named as “Virtual Force
Field” (VFF) method: this relies on the introduction of a potential ﬁeld used to model the
environment and force the trajectories to evolve along descent directions [15]. If we aim to
control the system to achieve trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, then the virtual force
applied to the system is the sum of the attractive force generated by the target position and the
repulsive forces begotten by the obstacles [14]. In 1990 Koren and Borenstein developed the
Vector Field Histogram (VFH) method based on the VFF method to allow the robot to travel
in an environment with densely cluttered obstacles [54]. However, both the VFF method and
the VFH method suffer from well-known shortcomings: existence of local minimizers [55]
and possible differences between the target position and the ﬁnal position.
Fuzzy control is another popular method used to avoid obstacles, see e.g. [52, 66, 123]. In
[66] negative fuzzy rules, prescribing actions to be avoided, are used together with traditional
positive ones to navigate a vehicle in an environment with obstacles, while in [52] fuzzy
controllers based on lookup tables are introduced to control a robot to follow a straight line
while avoiding obstacles. In addition, [123] has proposed a control design based on neural
network and fuzzy logic. Simulation results demonstrate that the mobile robot with the
proposed control law is able to avoid both static and dynamic obstacles autonomously and to
generate a reasonable trajectory toward the target position. Even though systems with fuzzy
control have convenient user interfaces and are easy to design, there is no guarantee of the
system performance and no proof of stability. These drawbacks have been partly overcome
by using barrier Lyapunov functions [85, 103]. However, due to the deﬁnition of barrier
Lyapunov functions, the system states are not able to reach the boundary of their admissible
sets. Yet, tasks that require the system states to approach the boundary of their feasible sets
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are not rare in applications, such as posting pictures to a wall and fetching a bottle of water
from a table.
More than three decades have been passed since [25] and [94] generated an extraordinary
excitement within the process control community. Later on [2, 22, 50, 56, 76, 79, 121]
have presented a sequence of important and classical results in the MPC ﬁeld. For instance,
[76] has given a stability analysis for the system with MPC using Lyapunov functions and
[2] has pointed out that the closed-loop system with MPC is stable if the cost horizon is
large enough. In addition, [79] has developed the contractive MPC that is Lyapunov based
but avoids the usual difﬁculties in ﬁnding the Lyapunov function by choosing a priori,
positive-deﬁnite function M(·) and using on-line optimization at event x to ensure that
M(x0(N0(x));x) ≤ βM(x), where N0(x) ≥ 1 and β ∈ (0,1). The robustness of MPC has
been discussed in [121] using impulse response models. At the beginning of the 21st century,
due to the development of computer technology and chip manufacturing, MPC has been
broadly used to solve control problems for systems with constraints, such as power system
protection [48, 110], converters [57, 89], robots [60, 83] and vehicles [32]. A framework
for guaranteeing satisfaction of the state constraints for discretized linear systems has been
introduced in [100], in which the MPC method is used to make the closed-loop system
asymptotically stable. In [62] a solution based on MPC has been presented to deal with a
group of decoupled constrained nonlinear agents with external disturbances. It has been
proven that the robustness of the system is guaranteed if the sampling period is appropriately
chosen. However, MPC needs to solve an on-line optimization problem, which may lead to a
computation challenge especially for nonlinear systems with non-convex and time-varying
state constraints.
Systems with shared-control contain two different kinds of control inputs, the feedback-
control input generated by the computer and the operator’s input. To predict the actions of
the human operator, researchers have built various models to represent operator’s behaviours,
such as black box modeling [58, 75], stochastic hybrid modeling [20, 29, 113] and learning-
based modeling [41, 88, 118]. However, all these models are much simpliﬁed compared
to a real human being and several assumptions are made in the modeling process. There
is still plenty of work to be done to make a better modeling of human operators. In the
thesis we have not modeled the human operator since the closed-loop system responds to
the human input except for “dangerous situations” when the feedback controller is active.
In other words, the feedback controller is not assisting the operator all the time. Therefore,
there is no need to model and to use this model to predict the human behaviour.
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As stated before, the systems we study in the thesis are input redundant systems. Therefore,
input allocation is an important issue. [86] has presented an adaptive shared-control law
with three levels of assistance to help an intelligent wheelchair with goal-directed navigation.
The human user has different weights of the control authority at different levels and the
selection of the assistance level is done automatically and adaptively by the computer based
on the environment. An alternative solution to the allocation problem is given in [109], in
which the human and the feedback controller are weighted on the basis of the solution to
an optimization problem that optimizes the efﬁciency as a function of smoothness, safety,
curvature, time to destination and travelled distance. The problem of uniting local and
global controllers is similar to the allocation problem and has been studied in [91]. This
thesis has developed the composite controller, which equals to a given local controller in a
neighbourhood of the origin and coincides with the global stabilizing controller elsewhere.
Finally, Lyapunov methods have been used in [93] to design a scalar and continuous function
to generate a smooth transition from the human input to the feedback control input whenever
the state of the system moves out of its safe region.
1.3 Major Techniques
This section gives a brief description of the approach and major techniques used to design the
shared-controller for various systems. The design of a shared-controller contains two major
steps: ﬁnding a feedback controller u f and deﬁning the sharing function k which describes
how the control authority is shared between the human operator and the feedback controller.
Consider a control system, the dynamics of which are described by the equation
x˙= f (x,us), (1.1)
where x∈Rn and the external input of the system is us ∈Rm, with a group of state constraints,
i.e. Sx+T < 0, where S ∈ Rn×n and T ∈ Rn. We assume that the matrix S is invertible. In
addition, m and n are positive integers.
To begin with, we deﬁne the variable q= [q1,q2, . . . ,qn]T as q= Sx+T . Then the constraints
on x can be transfered to q as q< 0. To remove the constraints on q we deﬁne a new variable
z= [z1,z2, . . . ,zn]T as
zi = log
qi
qri
,∀i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}, (1.2)
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where qri describes the feasible desired behaviour of the state qi. Using the coordinates z,
the system (1.1) controlled by the feedback controller u f , (i.e. us = u f ) together with the
associated constraints, can be rewritten as
z˙= (ZQr)−1q˙−Q−1r q˙r
where q˙= S f (S−1(Zqr−T ),u f ) with Z = diag(ez1 ,ez2 , . . . ,ezn), Qr = diag(qr1 ,qr2 , . . . ,qrn)
and qr = [qr1 ,qr2 , . . . ,qrn ]
T . Then Lyapunov analysis can be used to prove convergence of zi
to zero, indicating that system state x is able to track its reference xr, i.e. limt→∞(x− xr) = 0.
The next step is to deﬁne how the control authority is shared. In fact, the deﬁnition of the
sharing function k is based on the “judgment” of the current situation: “safe” or “not safe”.
If it is safe then the human operator holds the control authority. If it is dangerous then the
control authority is held by the feedback controller. Otherwise, if the situation is between
“safe” and “dangerous” then k behaves like a hysteresis switch.
Finally, as the deﬁnition of the shared-controller (i.e. shared-control is the combination of
the human input and the feedback control input), the expression of the shared-control input
is given by
us = kuh+(1− k)u f .
1.4 Contributions
The thesis studies several classes of systems, including linear mechanical systems, mobile
robots, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and rear wheel drive cars, and provides shared-
control algorithms for these systems. One of the major contributions of the thesis is that
the conﬁguration of the closed-loop system with the shared-control is able to reach the
boundary of the admissible conﬁguration set. In other words, every point in the admissible
conﬁguration set is reachable. If the operator’s behaviour is dangerous, i.e. leading to the
violation of system constraints, then the feedback controller becomes active, keeps the system
state in its feasible set and drives the system along the boundary of the set until the operator
behaves safely again. The shared-controller does not change the desire of the human operator.
In fact, it helps the conﬁguration of the closed-loop system moving towards the safe position
which is closest to the human’s original target point.
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For the design of the feedback controller with which the states of the closed-loop system
satisfy all constraints, we change the coordinates of the system to remove constraints rather
than using the Virtual Force Field (VFF) method [15] which suffers from well-known
shortcomings, such as the existence of local minimizers. Furthermore, unlike the fuzzy
control, another popular method used to control systems with constraints, we offer analytical
solutions to the shared-control problem for different classes of systems and use Lyapunov
functions to prove the convergence of the system states to their reference values. In addition,
there is no need to solve on-line optimization problems. Hence, the computation is much
simpler and more implementable compared with MPC based solutions.
We also investigate the case in which not all of the system states are measurable, i.e. the
outputs of the system are functions of some of the system states. Two ways to solve the
problem are: developing an observer (as discussed in Chapter 2.4) or remodeling the system
(as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.5). Feedback controllers based on the measurements of
distances to obstacles have been designed for mobile robots and rear wheel drive cars to track
any given trajectory. This could be used to guarantee the safety of the closed-loop system in
either static or dynamic environments.
Finally, we apply the shared-control algorithms to various systems and use several case studies
to show signiﬁcant improvements in system safety compared with manual control. These
algorithms are tested not only through MATLAB simulations but also through experiments
on a mobile robot. Both simulation and experimental results demonstrate that the state of the
closed-loop system with shared-control never violates its constraints.
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1.6 Thesis Layout
Chapter 2 presents state and output feedback shared-control algorithms for a class of linear
systems in the presence of constraints on the output described by means of linear inequalities.
The properties of the closed-loop system with the shared-control are studied using Lyapunov
arguments. Numerical examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Chapter 3 studies shared-control problems for the kinematic and the dynamic model of
a mobile robot. We discuss cases in which global positions are not measurable. Both
simulation and experimental results are given to show that the robot with the shared-control
never hit obstacles (either stationary or moving obstacles) even if the human operator behaves
“dangerously”. In addition, we extend the algorithm and use it to deal with the shared-control
problem for a UAV operating in the 3D space.
In Chapter 4 a solution to the shared-control problem for the kinematic model of a group
of rear wheel drive cars is presented with and without measurements of global positions.
Four case studies are given to illustrate how the shared-control scheme works in real trafﬁc
situations.
Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2
State and Output-Feedback
Shared-Control for a Class of Linear
Constrained Systems
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents state and output feedback shared-control algorithms for a class of
linear systems in the presence of constraints on the output described by means of linear
inequalities. The properties of the closed-loop shared-control systems are studied using
Lyapunov arguments. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Robotic arms are widely used in modern industries, for example in assembly [36], welding
[92] and painting. The dynamics of a linear mechanical system based on Newton-Euler
equations are described by the equation
Mp¨+Kp˙+Gp= us, (2.1)
where p(t) ∈ Rn denotes the generalized positions, us(t) ∈ Rn, denoting the external input,
is a function of uh (the input applied by the human operator) and u f (the input generated by
the feedback controller), M =MT > 0 is the (constant) inertia matrix, K = KT ≥ 0 models
the (constant) Coulomb friction coefﬁcient and G= GT describes the potential forces.
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Together with equation (2.1) we consider an output signal
y=C
[
p
p˙
]
+Dus, (2.2)
where C is such that the system (2.1)-(2.2) is observable. In particular, we focus on two
special cases: full state feedback, i.e. y(t) ∈ R2n, C = I, D= 0, and partial state feedback
i.e. y(t) ∈ R2n, C =
[
I 0
0 0
]
, D=
[
0
I
]
.
The chapter is organized as follows. The shared-control problem for the considered class of
linear systems subject to constraints, together with some related deﬁnitions and assumptions,
are described in Section 2.2. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 give a solution to the shared-control
problem with full state feedback and output feedback, respectively. Formal properties of the
resulting closed-loop systems are provided in both sections. Three numerical examples to
show the effectiveness of the proposed shared-control algorithm are presented in Section 2.5.
Finally, the conclusions are given at the end of the chapter.
2.2 Problem Formulation, Deﬁnitions and Assumptions
Assumption 1. In the trajectory tracking cases, the human input uh is such that the closed-
loop of the system controlled only by the human is able to track the given reference trajectory
but may violate system constraints. In addition, we assume that the human operator improves
his/her behaviour based on the feedback indicating whether the current situation is “safe” or
otherwise.
We assume that the above assumption holds for the rest of the thesis. Even though the
assumption is suitable for many human operators, including those with little experience, it
has to be tested before implementing our shared-controller in real applications.
Let Pa ∈ Rn be a given and compact admissible conﬁguration set for the state of the
system (2.1) and uh be a given human input. Note that the signal uh is a function of time
(i.e. uh(t)) and a function of time, position and velocity (i.e.uh(t, p, p˙)) for the open-loop and
the closed-loop system, respectively. In other words, the human operator receives feedbacks
about the states p and p˙ in the closed-loop system. Then the design of the shared-control is
to ﬁnd (if possible)
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• a feedback controller u f ;
• a safe subset Rs ⊂R Pa×V =Pa×Rn;
• a sharing function k;
where V is the set of all possible velocities, such that the following properties of the closed-
loop system hold.
(P1) The conﬁguration of the system stays in Pa at all times, i.e. the set R is forward
invariant.
(P2) The shared-control input us does not change the aim of the human operator. In other
words, let Ωs and Ωh1 be the Ω-limit set of the closed-loop system with shared-control
us and with human control uh, respectively. Then
Ωs =
⎧⎨
⎩
Ωh if Ωh ⊂Rs,
ΠRs(Ωh) if Ωh ⊂Rs,
(2.3)
where ΠRs(Ωh) denotes a projection of Ωh into Rs which will be deﬁned in Sec-
tion 2.3.1.
(P3) us(t) = uh(t) whenever the state of the system stays in the safe subset.
Assumption 2. The non-empty admissible set, denoted asPa, is deﬁned by a group of linear
inequalities, namely
Pa = {p ∈ Rn |Sp+T ≤ 0}, (2.4)
where S= [sT1 ,s
T
2 , . . . ,s
T
m]
T ∈Rm×n, T = [t1, t2, . . . , tm]T ∈Rm, with si ∈Rn and ti ∈R for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}.
Assumption 3. If m> n then the matrices S and T satisfy the condition
rank(
⎡
⎢⎣
sr1
...
srl
⎤
⎥⎦)< rank(
⎡
⎢⎣
sr1 tr1
...
...
srl trl
⎤
⎥⎦),
for all l ∈ [n+1,m] and r1,r2, . . . ,rl ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}.
1Ωh describes how the system controlled by the human only behaves in the long term. Based on Assumption
1, it also describes the reference behaviour of the system in trajectory tracking cases. However, if there is no
given reference then Ωh denotes the response of the system with human control only.
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The above two assumptions hold for the rest of this chapter.
Deﬁnition 1. The jth constraint is said to be active for some velocity vector p˙ ∈ Rn at the
position p if
∃k > 0 : s j(p+ kp˙)+ t j = 0.
Lemma 1. Consider the set Pa deﬁned by (2.4) and assume that Assumptions 2 and 3 hold.
Then for any ﬁxed p˙ ∈ Rn no more than n constraints are active.
Proof. If m≤ n then the claim trivially holds.
Consider now the case m> n. We prove the claim by contradiction. Suppose that, for ﬁxed p˙
and p, (n+1) constraints are active. Without loss of generality assume that these are the ﬁrst
n+1 constraints. Then
⎡
⎢⎣
s1
...
sn+1
⎤
⎥⎦(p+ kp˙)+
⎡
⎢⎣
t1
...
tn+1
⎤
⎥⎦= 0.
By Assumption 3 the above equation does not have any solutions, hence the claim.
By Lemma 1 the m linear inequality constraints can be arranged into Nc groups, where in
general Nc ≤
(m
n
)
if m≥ n and Nc = 1 if m< n. Each group contains n constraints. This is
obvious in the case m≥ n due to Lemma 1. If m< n, it is always possible to add auxiliary
constraints, for example of the form pi− p¯i ≤ 0 or −pi+ pi ≤ 0 with sufﬁciently large and
small constants p¯i and pi, for some i, to yield m= n. Note that pi is the i
th element of the
vector p.
Equation (2.4) indicates that the system (2.1) is subject to m constraints. Suppose g of them
are active at the time instant t, where 0 ≤ g≤ n. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the ﬁrst to gth constraints are active. Then we can give the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2. The ith group of constraints is said to be active at the time instant t if it contains
all the constraints from the ﬁrst to gth.
Note that only one group of constraints is active if g= n. Otherwise, there may be ma groups
of active constraints with ma ≤
(n
g
)
.
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Deﬁnition 3. The overall state space of the system (2.1) can be divided into three subspaces,
the safe subset Rs, the hysteresis subset Rh and the dangerous subset Rd , based on the
distance and velocity towards the boundary. Relative to the ith group of active constraints, i.e.
xi = Sip+T i ≤ 0, (2.5)
with Si invertible and T i ∈Rn, the safe, the hysteresis and the dangerous subsets are described
by the equations
R˜is =
{
(xi, x˙i) ∈X ia ×Rn : x˙ij <
1
xij+b2
− 1
b2
if xij ≥−b2 for all j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}
}
(2.6a)
R˜ih =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
(xi, x˙i) ∈X ia ×Rn : ∃ j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n} such that x˙ij ≥
1
xij+b2
− 1
b2
and xij ≥−b2
and x˙ik ≤
1
xik+b1
− 1
b1
if xik ≥−b1 for all k ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
(2.6b)
R˜id =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(xi, x˙i) ∈X ia ×Rn : ∃ j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n} such that x˙ij >
1
xij+b1
− 1
b1
and −b1 ≤ xij < 0
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (2.6c)
where X ia = S
iPa+T i, and b2 > b1 > 0.
The following two examples are used to give an intuitive description of the deﬁnitions of the
three subsets.
Example 1. Consider system (2.1) with n = 1 and the constraint 2p+ 1 ≤ 0. Fig. 2.1
illustrates how the state space is divided into three subsets based on xi and x˙i. The point
(xi, x˙i) belongs to the dangerous subset if xi is close to zero (i.e. xi ≥ −b1) and x˙i is large,
i.e. (xi, x˙i) is located above the red curve; (xi, x˙i) belongs to the safe subset if xi is far away
from zero (i.e. xi ≤−b2) or x˙i is small, i.e. (xi, x˙i) is located below the green curve; (xi, x˙i)
belongs to the hysteresis subset if xi is not far away from zero (i.e. xi ≥−b2) and x˙i is not
small, i.e. (xi, x˙i) is located between the red curve and the green curve.
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xi
x˙i
Ris
Ris
Rih
Rid
−b2 −b1 0
Fig. 2.1 Illustration of the safe, the hysteresis and the dangerous sets for the case n= 1.
Example 2. Consider system (2.1) with n = 2. Assume the admissible set is a square
described by the constraints
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1 0
1 0
0 −1
0 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ p+
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−3
−3
−3
−3
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦≤ 0,
which can be arranged into four different groups. Fig. 2.2 provides an illustration of the
sets division for different values of the velocity. In particular, the regions colored by green,
yellow and red represent the safe, the hysteresis and the dangerous subsets, respectively, for
the values of the velocities indicated above each single subﬁgure.
We conclude this section with a deﬁnition which is used throughout the rest of the chapter.
Deﬁnition 4. The names s-closed-loop system and h-closed-loop system are used to describe
the system described by (2.1) and
Mp¨(t)+Kp˙(t)+Gp(t) = uh,
respectively.
2.3 Shared-Control with Full State-Feedback
In this section we provide a solution to the full state-feedback shared-control problem stated
in Section 2.2 with the admissible conﬁguration set Pa deﬁned by (2.4).
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Fig. 2.2 Illustration of the safe, the hysteresis and the dangerous subsets for the case n= 2
(b1 = 1,b2 = 2).
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2.3.1 Design of the State-Feedback Controller
We design the state-feedback controller for the case m= n. This is without loss of generality
by the discussion in Section 2.2.
The system (2.1) with the coordinates xi deﬁned by (2.5) and the corresponding state-feedback
controller (sf-control) uis f can be rewritten as
x˙i = Si p˙= Sivi,
v˙i = M−1(−Kv−G(Si)−1(xi−T i)+uis f ),
xi ≤ 0.
(2.7)
To remove the constraints on xi we deﬁne a new variable zi = (zi1,z
i
2, . . . ,z
i
n)
T , with
zij = log
xij
xir j
, (2.8)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, where xir = [xir1 ,xir2 , . . . ,xirn ]T is the reference signal relative to xi with
xir j deﬁned by
xir j =
⎧⎨
⎩
−ε, if sij pd + tij ≥−ε,
(sij pd + t
i
j)[1− eγ(s
i
j pd + t
i
j+ ε)], if sij pd + t
i
j <−ε,
(2.9)
where γ > 0, ε is a sufﬁciently small positive constant and pd denotes the reference conﬁgu-
ration for the variable p. Note that xir j is a smooth function with all values less than zero for
all j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}. Therefore, x˙ir exists and
pir(t) = S
i−1(xir(t)−T i), vir(t) = Si
−1
x˙ir(t). (2.10)
Note that (pir,v
i
r) ∈Pa×Rn. Based on equation (2.1), the reference input signal related to
the ith group of active constraints can be calculated as
uir =Mv˙
i
r+Kv
i
r+Gp
i
r. (2.11)
Suppose (pd, p˙d) is a point of Ωh in the (p,v) space. Then the projection of (pd, p˙d) into
the safe subset Rs relative to the ith group of active constraints, denoted as ΠiRs(pd, p˙d), is
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deﬁned as
ΠiRs(pd, p˙d) = (p
i
r,v
i
r),
where pir and v
i
r are given by equations (2.9) and (2.10). As a result, the projection of Ωh
into the set Rs related to the ith group of constraints is deﬁned as
ΠiRs(Ωh) = {s ∈Rs|s=ΠiRs(pd, p˙d), ∀(pd, p˙d) ∈Ωh}.
This, together with equation (2.3), deﬁnes the set Ωs.
The velocity error relative to the ith group of constraints, denoted as vie, is deﬁned as v
i
e =
vi− vir. Differentiating the variable zi and vie yields
z˙i = diag(
e−zi1
xir1
, . . . ,
e−zin
xirn
)Sivie+diag(
e−zi1 −1
xir1
, . . . ,
e−zin −1
xirn
)Sivir,
v˙ie = M
−1[−Kvie−Gpie+uis f −uir],
where
pie = S
i−1(
⎡
⎢⎣ x
i
r1e
zi1 − ε i1
. . .
xirne
zin − ε in
⎤
⎥⎦− xir).
Let vi∗e be the (unique) solution of the equation
Sivi∗e = z
i+diag(ez
i
1 −1, . . . ,ezin −1)Sivir.
Finally, consider the Lyapunov function candidate
Li(zi,vie) =
1
2
[zi
T
zi+(vie− vi∗e )T (vie− vi∗e )], (2.12)
and choose uis f such that L
i < 0 for all zi = 0 and vie = 0. One such a choice is given by
uis f =M(v˙
i
r+ v˙
i∗
e −SiT [
zi1
xi1
,
zi2
xi2
, . . . ,
zin
xin
]T )+K(vie+ v
i
r)+G(p
i
e+ p
i
r)− γM(vie− vi∗e ),
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where γ > 0. This can be transfered into the (p,v) coordinates as
uis f =M
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
v˙ir+ v˙
i∗
e −SiT
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
log
si1p+ t
i
1
si1p
i
r+ t
i
1
si1p+ t
i
1...
log
sinp+ t
i
n
sinpir+ tin
sinp+ tin
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+K(vie+ v
i
r)+G(p
i
e+ p
i
r)− γM(vie− vi∗e ),
(2.13)
where
vi∗e = S
i−1
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
log
si1p+ t
i
1
si1p
i
r+ t
i
1...
log
sinp+ t
i
n
sinpir+ tin
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
si1p+ t
i
1
si1p
i
r+ t
i
1
vir1 − vir1
sinp+ t
i
n
sinpir+ tin
virn − virn
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (2.14)
Lemma 2. Consider the closed-loop system with the ith feedback-control uis f and γ sufﬁ-
ciently large. The following statements hold.
1) Suppose xir = 0. Then the point (xi, x˙i) = (0,0) is an equilibrium of the closed-loop
system with feedback controller.
2) Suppose xir = 0. Then the trajectories of the closed-loop system with the initial state
(xi(0), x˙i(0)) = (0,0) remain in R and enters Ris for t sufﬁciently large.
Proof. Suppose xi(0) = x˙i(0) = 0. Using the ith feedback-controller uis f given by (2.13), x¨
i
can be deduced from (2.7) as
x¨i = Si[v˙i∗e + v˙
i
r−
n
∑
j=1
zije
−zij
xir j
sij
T − γ(ve− vi∗e )].
If xir = 0, it is obvious that z
i = 0 according to the deﬁnition given in (2.8) and vi∗ = 0.
Therefore x¨i = 0 and x˙i = 0, which proves the ﬁrst statement in the lemma.
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If xir = 0, then there is at least one j such that xir j = 0. Without loss of generality, assume
xr1 = 0. By selecting xir1 < ε i1 < 0, we have zi1 < 0 and
x¨i1 =−γzi1xir1 − si1(
log
ε i1
xir1
ε i1
si1
T
+ · · ·+
log
ε in
xirn
ε in
sin
T
).
Therefore x¨i1(0)< 0 provided γ is sufﬁciently large. According to the feedback control design
discussed in this section,
xi(t)≤ 0, ∀t ≥ 0.
Hence, ∃Δ> 0 such that xi(Δ)< 0 and x˙i(Δ)< 0. Thus (xi(Δt), x˙i(Δt)) ∈Rs, which proves
the second statement.
We now present a preliminary result.
Lemma 3. Consider the system (2.1) with us = uis f given by (2.13), p
i
r and v
i
r given by
(2.10), uir given by (2.11). Assume p(0) ∈Pa. Then the following properties hold.
1) lim
t→∞(p(t)− p
i
r(t)) = 0, limt→∞(v(t)− v
i
r(t)) = 0;
2) p(t) ∈Pa for all t ≥ 0.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate (2.12) and recall that L˙< 0 for all zi = 0
and vie = vi∗e . Hence, zi and vie converges to 0 and vi∗e , respectively. In addition, according to
the deﬁnition given by (2.14) vi∗e = 0 when zi = 0. This, in the (p,v) coordinates, implies
lim
t→∞(p(t)− p
i
r(t)) = 0, limt→∞(v(t)− v
i
r(t)) = 0.
Furthermore, xi(t)< 0 for all t ≥ 0 by deﬁnition of zi. Hence, p(t) ∈Pa for all t ≥ 0.
2.3.2 Design of the State-Feedback Shared-Controller
With reference to the ith group of n constraints described by the inequality (2.5), the state
space can be partitioned into three subsets by the equations (2.6). To eliminate ambiguity
for different groups of constraints, it is essential to “push” the subsets back into the (p,v)
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coordinates using the relations
Ris = diag(S
i−1,Si−1)(R˜is− col(Ti,0)),
Rih = diag(S
i−1,Si−1)(R˜ih− col(Ti,0)),
Rid = diag(S
i−1,Si−1)(R˜id− col(Ti,0)).
Note that, by construction, Ris∪Rih∪Rid =R for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nc}, which indicates that
for any ﬁxed p˙ the union of the safe, the hysteresis and the dangerous sets relative to the ith
group of active constraints, i.e. Sip+T i ≤ 0, coincides with the overall feasible state space.
The overall safe, hysteresis and dangerous set for different groups of constraints are then
deﬁned as
Rd =R
1
d ∪R2d ∪·· ·∪RNcd , Rh =R1h ∪R2h ∪·· ·∪RNch , Rs =R1s ∩R2s ∩·· ·∩RNcs ,
and they have the following property by construction:
R =Rd ∪Rh∪Rs.
On the basis of these subsets, the state-feedback sharing function kis f is then deﬁned, similarly
to [90], as2
kis f (p,v, t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, (p,v) ∈Rid and Li =
Inc
min
j=I1
L j,
lis f (p,v, t), (p,v) ∈Rih,
1, otherwise,
(2.15)
with
lis f (p,v, t) =
{
0, if kis f (t
−) = 0,
1, if kis f (t
−) = 1.
Finally, the shared-control input us(p,v) is deﬁned in the (p,v) coordinates as
us = ( min
1≤i≤Nc
kis f )uh+
Nc
∑
i=1
[(1− kis f )uis f ]. (2.16)
2Note that Lj is the Lyapunov function candidate relative to the j group of active constraints, S j p+T j ≤ 0,
and is deﬁned in equation (2.12). In addition, the I1, I2, . . . , Inc groups of constraints are active at the time instant
t, where Ii ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nc} for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,nc}.
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Shared Controller S
H
uh
Feedback Controller
us f
k
Fig. 2.3 The Proposed Control Framework.
To illustrate the proposed control framework for the system (2.1) with the shared-control
input (2.13)-(2.15)-(2.16) we use the block diagram in Fig. 2.3, where ‘H’ describes the
“human control law” and ‘S’ denotes the system dynamics. Note that the function ks f (denoted
as k in Fig. 2.3) can be used to give feedbacks to the block H indicating how dangerous the
situation is and helping the user improving his/her behaviour. If the user is stubborn and
keeps performing “dangerously” then us f remains active. Otherwise, the human could regain
the control authority by doing “safe” operations.
Lemma 4. Consider the system (2.1) with the shared-control input us given by (2.13)-
(2.15)-(2.16). Assume the initial state satisﬁes the following conditions: (p(0),v(0)) ∈Rs.
Suppose there exists t˜ > 0 such that p(t˜) /∈ Pa. Then there exists 0 < td < t˜ such that
(p(td),v(td)) ∈Rd .
Proof. The claim is consequence of continuity of trajectories and of the deﬁnition of R˜d .
Otherwise, the claim follows by Lemma 2.
Finally, we conclude with the following statement describing the properties of the state-
feedback s-closed-loop system.
Theorem 1. Consider the system (2.1) with the shared-control input us given by (2.13)-
(2.15)-(2.16). Assume p(0) ∈Pa. Then there exists γ > 0 and b2 > b1 > 0 such that the
s-closed-loop system has the following properties.
1) p(t) ∈Pa for all t ≥ 0.
2) Ωs =ΠRs(Ωh).
3) us(t) = uh(t) for all t ≥ 0 and (p(t),v(t)) ∈Rs.
Proof. As Lemma 3 states, the ith state feedback controller uis f is such that the state p of the
system remains in Pa. We consider the overall Lyapunov function L(t).
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Consider now the switch from uis f to u
j
s f with i = j. If the shared-control input us switches
directly from uis f to u
j
s f , then L
j(t0)≤ Li(t0) and L˙ j(t)< 0 for all t ≥ t0 and (p,v) = (pr,vr).
If us does not switch directly from uis f to u
j
s f , i.e. if (p,v) leaves R
i
d at t = t1 and enters
R jd at t = t2, then due to the existence of R
i
h, ∃δ it > 0 such that us(t) = uis f (t) for all
t ∈ [t1, t1 + δ it]. Let Δt =
Nc
min
i=1
δ it and note that Δt > 0. Then there always exists γ > 0
such that
∫ t2+Δt
t2 L˙
jdt ≤ Li(t1)− L j(t2), i.e. L j(t2 +Δt) ≤ Li(t1). Let ui1f ,ui2f , . . . ,uiIf be a
series of active feedback controllers and ui jf is active for the time interval (ti j ,Ti j ], where
i j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nc} for all j ∈ {1,2, . . . , I}. In addition, ti j+1 ≥ Ti j for all j ∈ {1,2, . . . , I−1}.
Therefore 0 ≤ LiI(TiI)< · · ·< Li2(Ti2)< Li1(Ti1). Deﬁne the overall Lyapunov function L(t)
as
L(t) = Li j(t), if t ∈ (ti j ,Ti j ].
From the above analysis and [65] L(t) is a multiple Lyapunov function and this implies that
the conﬁguration of the system with state-feedback controllers stays in its admissible set for
all t. In addition, Lemma 4 states that any trajectory exiting R should ﬁrst enter Rd , where
the feedback controller is active. As a result, the set R is forward invariant, hence claim 1)
holds.
If Ωh ⊂Rs, then claim 2) is a consequence of the general results in [90] and of the fact that
Ωh is the Ω-limit set of both the h-closed-loop and the s-closed-loop systems (by assumption,
the former, and by the design of the shared-control law together with the feedback controller,
the latter). Otherwise, as detailed in the proof of Lemma 3, the Ω-limit set of the closed-loop
system with the feedback-controller is ΠRs(Ωh). In addition, Lemma 4 indicates that the
trajectory of the system enters Rd where the feedback controller is active, hence driving
the state of the system back to Rs before leaving the admissible set R. Therefore, claim 2)
holds.
Finally, claim 3) is a direct consequence of the deﬁnition of the shared-control law.
2.4 Shared-Control with Output-Feedback
In this section we assume that the full state feedback is unavailable and we solve the shared-
control problem stated in Section 2.2 with output feedback.
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2.4.1 Design of the Output-Feedback Controller
In the case in which not all states are measurable, our ﬁrst step is to design an observer for
the system (2.1)-(2.2) which is obtained from the measurements of us and y, via a dynamical
system of the form [
˙ˆp
˙ˆv
]
= A
[
pˆ
vˆ
]
+Bus+Hy. (2.17)
Let
A=
[
0 I
−M−1G −M−1K
]
−HC, B=
[
0
M−1
]
−HD,
where H is such that λ (A) ⊂ C−. Suppose pˆ and vˆ are estimates of p and p˙, respectively,
and deﬁne the estimation error e(t) as
e(t) =
[
ep(t)
ev(t)
]
=
[
p(t)− pˆ(t)
p˙(t)− vˆ(t)
]
. (2.18)
Then the system described by the equation
e˙=
([
0 I
−M−1G −M−1K
]
−HC
)
e+
([
0
M−1
]
−B−HD
)
us
−
(
A−
[
0 I
−M−1G −M−1K
]
+HC
)[
pˆ
vˆ
]
has an exponentially stable equilibrium at e= 0, i.e. there exist positive constants c,η and δ
such that if ‖e(0)‖2 < δ , then ‖e(t)‖2 < ce−ηt‖e(0)‖2 for all t ≥ 0. Furthermore,
∃ α > 0,β > 0 : |ei(t)| ≤ E , ∀i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,2n},
where E = αe−β t max
1≤i≤2n
|ei(0)|.
Similarly to the design of the state feedback controller, we design the partial state feedback
controller in the case m = n. Consider the ith group of constraints described by (2.5) and
deﬁne a new coordinate x˜i as
x˜i = Si pˆ+T i+E |Sia|, (2.19)
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where a= [1,1, . . . ,1]T . The reference signal for the state x˜i is deﬁned by
x˜ir = [x˜
i
r1 , x˜
i
r2 , . . . , x˜
i
rn ]
T
with x˜ir j given by
x˜ir j(t) =
⎧⎨
⎩−ε, if h
i
j(t)≥−ε,
hij(1− eζh
i
j+ε), if hij(t)<−ε,
(2.20)
where ζ > 0, hij(t) = s
i
j pd(t)+ t
i
j+E (t)|sija| and pd denotes the reference conﬁguration in
the conﬁguration set P . Note that, similarly to xir j in the full state-feedback case, x˜
i
r j is a
smooth function with all negative values.
Let vˆie = vˆ− v˜ir, pˆie = pˆ− p˜ir, where
p˜ir = S
i−1(x˜ir−T i−E |Sia|), v˜ir = Si−1( ˙˜xir+βE |Sia|). (2.21)
Note that, by the deﬁnitions of p˜ir and v˜
i
r given in (2.21), (p˜
i
r, v˜
i
r) ∈Pa×V . Then the system
with the variables x˜i and vˆie can be rewritten as
˙˜xi = Si ˙ˆp+ E˙ |Sia|= Si(vˆe+ v˜ir)−βE |Sia|,
˙ˆve = M−1(−Kvˆe−Gpˆe+uio f − u˜ir),
x˜i ≤ 0,
(2.22)
where uio f is the output feedback control input related to the i
th group of active constraints
and u˜ir is the external reference input to the system calculated as in
u˜ir =M ˙˜v
i
r+Kv˜
i
r+Gp˜
i
r. (2.23)
Note that the constraint on x˜i, i.e. x˜i ≤ 0, is stronger than the original one given by (2.5).
The constraints can be removed by changing the coordinate x˜i to z˜i = [z˜i1, z˜
i
2, . . . , z˜
i
n]
T with z˜ij
deﬁned similar to that given in (2.8), while xij and x
i
r j are replaced by x˜
i
j and x˜
i
r j , deﬁned in
(2.19) and (2.20), respectively, i.e.
z˜ij = log
x˜ij
x˜ir j
, (2.24)
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for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Using the deﬁnition of z˜i, the system (2.22) can be rewritten as
˙˜zi = diag(
e−z˜i1
x˜ir1
, . . . ,
e−z˜in
x˜irn
)Sivˆie+ diag(
e−z˜i1 −1
x˜ir1
, . . . ,
e−z˜in −1
x˜irn
)(Sivir−βE |Sia|),
˙ˆvie = M
−1
⎛
⎜⎝−Kvˆie−G(Si)−1
⎡
⎢⎣ x˜
i
r1e
z˜i1 − x˜ir1
. . .
x˜irne
z˜in − x˜irn
⎤
⎥⎦+uio f − u˜ir
⎞
⎟⎠ .
(2.25)
Let vˆi∗e = (vˆi∗e1 , . . . , vˆ
i∗
en)
T be the solution of the equations
Sivˆi∗e = z˜
i+diag(ez˜
i
1 −1, . . . ,ez˜in −1)(Sivir−βE |Sia|), (2.26)
and consider the Lyapunov function candidate related to the ith group of constraints x˜i ≤ 0
Li(z˜i, vˆie) =
1
2
[(z˜i)T z˜i+(vˆie− vˆi∗e )T (vˆie− vˆi∗e )]. (2.27)
Select uio f such that L˙
i(z˜i, vˆie)< 0 for all z˜
i = 0 and vˆie = vˆi∗e . One such selection is given by
uio f =M( ˙ˆv
i∗
e −SiT [
z˜i1e
−z˜i1
x˜ir1
, . . . ,
z˜ine
−z˜in
x˜irn
]T )− γ M(vˆie− vˆi∗e )+Kvˆie+Gpˆei+ u˜ir,
where γ > 0. This can be rewritten in the (pˆ, vˆ) coordinates as
uio f = M
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
˙ˆvi∗e −SiT
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
log
si1 pˆ+ t
i
1+E |si1a|
si1 p˜
i
r+ t
i
1
si1 pˆ+ t
i
1+E |si1a|...
log
sin pˆ+ t
i
n+E |sina|
sin p˜ir+ tin
sin pˆ+ tin+E |sina|
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
−γ M(vˆ− v˜ir− vˆi∗e )+K(vˆ− v˜ir)+G( pˆ− p˜ir)+ u˜ir,
(2.28)
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where
vˆi∗e = diag
(
si1 pˆ+ t
i
1+E |si1a|
si1 p˜
i
r+ t
i
1
−1, . . . , s
i
n pˆ+ t
i
n+E |sina|
sin p˜ir+ tin
−1
)
v˜ir
+ βE a+Si−1
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
log
si1 pˆ+ t
i
1+E |si1a|
si1 p˜
i
r+ t
i
1
si1 pˆ+ t
i
1+E |si1a|...
log
sin pˆ+ t
i
n+E |sina|
sin p˜ir+ tin
sin pˆ+ tin+E |sina|
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Similarly to the system with state-feedback, we now present a preliminary result.
Lemma 5. Consider the system (2.1)-(2.2)-(2.17) with us = uio f given by (2.28), p˜
i
r, v˜
i
r given
by (2.21) and u˜ir given by (2.23). Assume p(0) ∈Pa and Si pˆ(0)+T i+E (0)|Sia| < 0 for
all i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nc}. Then the following properties hold.
1) lim
t→∞(p(t)− p˜
i
r(t)) = 0, limt→∞(v(t)− v˜
i
r(t)) = 0;
2) p(t) ∈Pa for all t ≥ 0.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate (2.27) and recall that L˙< 0 for all z˜i = 0
and vˆ = vir + vˆi∗e . Hence, z˜i converges to zero and vˆ converges to vir. This, in the (pˆ, vˆ)
coordinates, implies
lim
t→∞(pˆ(t)− p˜
i
r(t)) = 0, limt→∞(vˆ(t)− v˜
i
r(t)) = 0.
Furthermore, as discussed at the beginning of this section,
lim
t→∞(p(t)− pˆ(t)) = 0, limt→∞(v(t)− vˆ(t)) = 0.
Therefore, lim
t→∞(p(t)− p˜
i
r(t)) = 0, limt→∞(v(t)− v˜
i
r(t)) = 0.
Finally, by the deﬁnition of z˜i given in (2.24), x˜i(t)< 0, for all t ≥ 0. Hence, p(t) ∈Pa for
all t ≥ 0.
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2.4.2 Design of the Output-Feedback Shared-Controller
Consistently with Section 2.3.2, relative to the ith group of n constraints, the set of all
feasible states can be partitioned into three subsets as in (2.6), with xi = Si pˆ+T i+E |Sia|
and X ia = S
iPa+T i+E |Sia|. To use a uniform set of coordinates for different groups of
constraints, we pull the subsets back into the ( pˆ, vˆ) coordinates. This can be done using the
equations
Ris = diag(S
i−1,Si−1)(R˜is− col(T i,0)+diag(Si−1,Si−1)col(−E a,βE a)),
Rih = diag(S
i−1,Si−1)(R˜ih− col(T i,0)+diag(Si
−1
,Si−1)col(−E a,βE a)),
Rid = diag(S
i−1,Si−1)(R˜id − col(T i,0)+diag(Si
−1
,Si−1)col(−E a,βE a)).
Note that these sets have the same properties as those stated in Section 2.3.2.
The output feedback shared-control law is then deﬁned as
us = ( min
1≤i≤Nc
kio f )uh+
Nc
∑
i=1
[(1− kio f )uio f ], (2.29)
where
kio f (pˆ, vˆ, t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, ( pˆ, vˆ) ∈Rid and Li =
Inc
min
j=I1
L j,
lio f (pˆ, vˆ, t), (pˆ, vˆ) ∈Rih,
1, otherwise,
with
lio f (pˆ, vˆ, t) =
{
0, if kio f (t
−) = 0,
1, if kio f (t
−) = 1,
and I1, I2, . . . , Inc is deﬁned as: (pˆ, vˆ) ∈RI1d ∩RI2d ∩ ·· · ∩R
Inc
d . Note that min1≤i≤Nc
kio f (pˆ, vˆ, t)
has only two values, either 0 in which one of the output-feedback controller is active or 1 in
which no output-feedback controller is active.
Theorem 2. Consider the system (2.1)-(2.2)-(2.17) with the shared-control input us given by
(2.28)-(2.29). Assume p(0) ∈Pa and Si pˆ(0)+T i+E (0)|Sia| ≤ 0 for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nc}.
Then there exists γ > 0 and b2 > b1 > 0 such that the s-closed-loop system has the following
properties.
1) p(t) ∈Pa for all t ≥ 0.
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2) Ωs =ΠRs(Ωh).
3) us(t) = uh(t) for all t ≥ 0 and (pˆ(t), vˆ(t)) ∈Rs.
Proof. To begin with observe that the assumptions imply that x˜i(0)≤ 0 for all i∈{1,2, . . . ,Nc}.
We prove claim 1) by contradiction. Suppose ∃ t¯ > 0 such that p(t¯) ∈Pa, i.e. ∃ i such that
Sip(t¯)+T i > 0. Then x˜i(t¯) = Si pˆ(t¯)+T i+E (t¯)|Sia|> Si pˆ(t¯)+T i+Siep(t¯) = Sip(t¯)+T i >
0. However, similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 it is possible to select γ such that the ith
output-feedback controller uio f is "activated" before x˜
i(t) becomes positive. In addition, the
design of the ith output feedback controller uio f indicates that x˜
i(t)≤ 0 for all t ≥ 0. Hence
claim 1) holds.
The proofs of claims 2) and 3) are similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 1. The design of the shared-controller given in the chapter is based on accurate
measurements. However, measurements on a real mechanical system always include errors
and delays. To deal with these issues more strict constraints on the system state should be
considered. This can be achieved by slightly modifying the feedback control design. For
instance, changing the deﬁnitions of x˜i and x˜ir j to
x˜i = Si pˆ+T i+E |Sia|+ |B|, (2.30)
and (2.20) with hij(t) = s
i
j pd(t)+t
i
j+E (t)|sija|+ |B|, respectively, where |B| ∈Rn describes
the largest uncertainties on the variable x˜i. All the other steps in the shared-control design
can be kept the same as those given in Section 2.4.
2.5 Numerical Examples
This section provides three numerical examples. Note that the admissible set for the ﬁrst case
is convex, while that for the second and the third cases are non-convex: these are used to
demonstrate that the established shared-controller is suitable for not only convex admissible
conﬁguration sets but also non-convex ones. In addition, the reference signal pd is unfeasible
for all examples, i.e. Ωh ⊂Rs.
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Fig. 2.4 Paths in the (p1, p2)-plane of the system (2.31) for the set Pa given by (2.32):
h-closed-loop with state-feedback (red, dash-dotted), s-closed-loop with full state-feedback
(green, dotted) and s-closed-loop with output-feedback (blue, dashed). The green, large, dot
denotes the initial position.
2.5.1 “Free Driving” in a Convex Admissible Conﬁguration Set
Consider a two degrees-of-freedom, linear system described by the equations
p˙1 = v1,
p˙2 = v2,
v˙1 =−p1−0.5p2− v1−0.3v2+u1,
v˙2 =−0.4p1−2p2−0.3v1+0.5v2+u2.
(2.31)
Assume the admissible set Pa is deﬁned by
Pa = {p= [p1, p2]T | p1 ≥−1,−0.5 ≤ p2 ≤ 4}. (2.32)
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Fig. 2.5 Time histories of the variables p, v and u for the set Pa given in (2.32): h-control
with state-feedback (red, dash-dotted), s-control with full state-feedback (green, dotted) and
s-control with output-feedback (blue, dashed).
Let uh = [uh1 ,uh2 ]
T , where uhi ∈ [−1,1] for i ∈ {1,2}, models the action of the human
operator who “drives” the system in the set Pa. This models, for example, the system
driven by a joystick: uh1 = 1 and uh1 =−1 refer to the joystick in the rightmost and leftmost
position, respectively; uh2 = 1 and uh2 = −1 refer to the joystick in the uppermost and
lowermost position, respectively. We also assume that the position of the joystick relates to
the human-exerted action on the system. Simulation results are given in Fig. 2.4 to Fig. 2.6.
Fig. 2.4 shows that the path resulting from the h-closed-loop enters the non-admissible region
(gray, shaded), while the paths of the s-closed-loop remain in the region Pa, thus indicating
the effectiveness of the shared-control law. If the trajectory of the h-closed-loop system
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Fig. 2.6 Joystick inputs in the (u1,u2)-plane of the system (2.31) for the set Pa given in
(2.32). The green, large, dot denotes the initial joystick position. The orange, square denotes
the ﬁnal joystick position.
remains inside Pa, then the trajectories of the s-closed-loop system coincide with that of
the h-closed-loop system. Otherwise, the (p1, p2)-path of the s-closed-loop system moves
along the boundary of Pa. This is consistent with Property 2) in Theorems 1 and 2. Note
that in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 the blue, dashed, curve does not coincide with the green, dotted,
curve because of the estimation error caused by the observer. However, the two curves
asymptotically overlap since the estimation error converges to zero as discussed in Section
2.4.1. Fig. 2.5 (bottom) indicates the time intervals in which uh(t) = us(t), while the top and
middle ﬁgures display the time histories of the states of the system. Finally, Fig. 2.6 displays
the trajectory of the joystick on the control panel, i.e. the (u1,u2)-plane.
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2.5.2 Straight Line Tracking in a Concave Admissible Conﬁguration
Set
The shared-control algorithms presented above can also be used for noncovex feasible regions
deﬁned by linear inequalities complemented with logical "statements". In this case, we need
to take special care in the deﬁnitions of the three subsets Rs, Rh and Rd . As noted in [21],
any concave polygons can be partitioned by c lines (virtual bounds) into d convex polygons,
where c and d are positive integers. Hence, any concave polygons can be deﬁned by d
groups of convex polygons complemented with logic statements (relative to virtual bounds).
Suppose iRs, iRh and iRd are the three subsets for the ith convex sub-polygon. Then the
overall safe, hysteresis and dangerous subsets can be deﬁned as
Rd =
1Rd ∪ 2Rd ∪·· ·∪ dRd,
Rh =
1Rh∪ 2Rh∪·· ·∪ dRh,
Rs = R \ (Rh∪Rd),
and one can use the same constructions described for the convex admissible set.
Consider now the system (2.31) with a concave admissible set Pa deﬁned by
Pa =
{
p= [p1, p2]T
∣∣∣∣∣ p2 ≥ 0, if p1 ≥ 0,and p1 ≤ 0, if p2 ≤ 0
}
. (2.33)
Suppose that the desired behaviour of the system is given by the position reference trajectory
pd(t) = [2−0.1t,1−0.1t]T ,
and the human input is a signal that makes the h-closed-loop system stable, yet without
consideration of system constraints. Simulation results are displayed in Fig. 2.7 and 2.8.
Note that in Fig. 2.7 there is a signiﬁcant overshoot at the ‘corner’ (p= [0,0]T ) due to the
"discontinuities" of pr(t) caused by the concavity of Pa. In addition, the system state for
the closed-loop system with shared-control (either with full state-feedback shared-control or
with partial state-feedback shared-control) always satisﬁes the constraints, i.e. p(t) ∈Pa for
all t ≥ 0. Fig. 2.8 shows that the state-feedback shared-control input equals the human input
most of the time except for the period when the system state p of the h-closed-loop system is
close to the boundary of the admissible set Pa or goes outside of it.
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Fig. 2.7 Paths of the system (2.31) for the set Pa given by (2.33): h-control with state-
feedback (red, dash-dotted), s-control with full state-feedback (green, solid) and s-control
with output-feedback (blue, dotted). The green large dot denotes the initial position.
2.5.3 Trajectory Tracking in a Concave Admissible Conﬁguration Set
Consider again the system (2.31) and the concave admissible set Pa deﬁned by
Pa =
{
p= [p1, p2]T
∣∣∣∣∣ p2 ≤−p1+4 or p2 ≥ p1−1 if p1 ≤ 3,p2 ≤ p1−2 or p2 ≥−p1+5 if p1 ≥ 3, and p2 ≤ 3
}
. (2.34)
Suppose that the desired (p1, p2) path of the system is a circle centered at (3,2.3) with radius√
1.25. Simulation results are displayed in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10. In Fig. 2.9 note that even
though the state p is very close to the boundary of Pa at the beginning of the simulation,
the (p1, p2) path of the s-closed-loop system with full state feedback coincides with that
of the h-closed-loop system because the h-control drives the system states away from the
boundary of Pa. Fig. 2.10 shows that us = us f when t ∈ (6,24)∪ (45,53). This implies
that the feedback controller is active and ks f = 0, matching the fact that the state of the
s-closed-loop differs from that of the h-closed-loop.
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Fig. 2.8 Time histories of the variables p, v and u for the set Pa given in (2.33): h-control
with state-feedback (red, dash-dotted), s-control with full state-feedback (green, dotted) and
s-control with output-feedback (blue, dashed).
Suppose now that the desired (p1, p2) path of the system is a circle centered at (3,2.5) with
radius
√
1.25. Simulation results are displayed in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12. Fig. 2.11 shows
that the desired (p1, p2) path goes through the left and the right corners of the gray, shaded
square. Therefore, the conﬁguration of the s-closed-loop system moves along the upper edges
of the square rather than the lower edges as displayed in Fig. 2.9, because the constraint
describing the upper left edge is active before that describing the lower left one. Similarly, if
we move the desired (p1, p2) path (the red, dash-dotted curve in Fig. 2.11) up, then a part of
the (p1, p2) trajectory would coincides with a part of the upper edges of the square.
2.6 Conclusions
We have presented a solution to the shared-control problem for a class of linear systems via
full state feedback and with partial state feedback. A hysteresis element is built to combine the
human input and the feedback control input. Even though the shared-controller is designed
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Fig. 2.9 Paths in the (p1, p2)-plane of the system (2.31) for the set Pa given by (2.34):
h-control with state-feedback (red, dash-dotted), s-control with full state-feedback (green,
dotted) and s-control with output-feedback (blue, dashed). The green, large, dot denotes the
initial position.
for convex admissible conﬁguration sets, it can also be used for non-convex admissible
sets. Simulation results given in Section 2.5 show the effectiveness of the shared-control
algorithm.
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Fig. 2.10 Time histories of the variables p v and u for the set Pa given by (2.34): h-control
with state-feedback (red, dash-dotted), s-control with full state-feedback (green, dotted) and
s-control with output-feedback (blue, dashed).
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Fig. 2.11 Paths in the (p1, p2)-plane of the system (2.31) for the set Pa given by (2.34):
h-control with state-feedback (red, dash-dotted), s-control with full state-feedback (green,
dotted) and s-control with output-feedback (blue, dashed). The green, large, dot denotes the
initial position.
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Fig. 2.12 Time histories of the variables p v and u for the set Pa given by (2.34): h-control
with state-feedback (red, dash-dotted), s-control with full state-feedback (green, dotted) and
s-control with output-feedback (blue, dashed).
Chapter 3
Shared-Control for the Kinematic and
the Dynamic Model of a Mobile Robot
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents shared-control algorithms for the kinematic and the dynamic models
of a mobile robot with arbitrary shape of possibly time-varying feasible conﬁguration set.
The shared-control laws based on a hysteresis switch are designed in the case in which
absolute positions are not available. Instead, we are able to measure distances, angular
differences, etc. Formal properties of the closed-loop systems with the shared-control are
established by a Lyapunov-like analysis. The shared-control scheme for a UAV operating in
a three-dimensional space is also discussed. Simulation and experimental results are given to
show the effectiveness of the algorithms.
Mobile robots describe a class of machines that is capable of locomotion according to its
control inputs. The study of mobile robots started in the 1960s and it is still a popular
topic. Current typical applications of mobile robots are agriculture [4, 19], probing [38, 59],
exploration [6, 101], cleaning [69, 82], as well as military applications [51, 111, 112]. Mobile
robots can also be used to estimate the size of a room [106] or search for and rescue survivors
after a natural or man-made disaster [119]. Furthermore, wheelchairs and other assistive
devices can also be regarded as mobile robots.
Our study is motivated by the design of smart wheelchairs used to help people with mobility
disabilities to move safely in their daily life [18]. The shared-controller that combines the
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human input and the feedback control input is used to reduce the number of accidents and to
correct the user’s “dangerous” behaviours. The wheelchair is driven by the human user most
of the time except for “perilous” situations, in which the control authority is gained by the
feedback controller.
The shared-control problem for a mobile robot has been studied in [105], where the shared
controller is used to cope with low-level navigations and thus reduce the operator’s workload.
However, the human’s competence is not improved, while the control algorithm presented in
this chapter can help the operator develop his/her skills by providing feedback to the operator
and allow him/her to hold the overall control authority if his/her actions are safe. Passive
robotics have been used in [114], where the feedback controller is able to control the angle
of the front wheel only in cases in which the user is behaving “dangerously”. However,
when the feedback controller is active, the robot may move to a position different from
the user’s intention to avoid obstacles. Brake-like and steering-like functions based on the
distance to the obstacles have been proposed in [108], which analyzes the stability of the
closed-loop system on the basis of the linearized model. Furthermore, robot shared-control
has been introduced in [72], in which the robot is able to move autonomously according to
the operator’s order and a haptic force feedback is available to the human operator indicating
the deformation on the desired path, while [95] has given a way to generate the haptic force.
A reactive planning approach to bilateral teleoperate a UAV has been presented in [73].
Therein the human operator is allowed to modify the path and an autonomous feedback
controller is used to assist the human in reaching the target position. A shared-control law
for the kinematic model of a mobile robot with knowledge of absolute positions is given in
[47]. This chapter extends the results of [47] to the case in which only relative positions are
available.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The shared-control problem is formulated
in Section 3.2, which also provides a few deﬁnitions and assumptions. Novel algorithms
to solve the shared-control problem for the kinematic model and the dynamic model of the
mobile robot are given in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Note that the design of the
shared-control is based on the distances to obstacles, rather than global positions, since in
applications it is easier and less expensive to measure distances. Formal properties of the
resulting closed-loop systems with the shared-control algorithm are established for both
models. Section 3.5 presents three case studies to illustrate the performance of the shared-
control law through simulation and experiments. The results of the shared-control algorithm
are then extended to three dimensions in Section 3.6. Finally, conclusions are given in Section
3.7.
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Fig. 3.1 Model of a unicycle-like mobile robot.
As discussed in the previous section this chapter studies two models, the kinematic model
and the dynamic model, of a mobile robot (see Fig. 3.1). The kinematic model, a simple
(and common) way to study the motion of a wheeled robot, is widely used in navigations in
combination with low-level controls. It is also the basis of the dynamic model, the control
of which is more difﬁcult. In practice, robots are driven by motors which produce torques,
directly relative to the accelerations rather than the velocities of the robots. Therefore, the
chapter studies both models and provides shared-control schemes for both.
The kinematic and the dynamic models of a mobile robot can be described by the equations
[61]
x˙= vs cosθ ,
y˙= vs sinθ , (3.1)
θ˙ = ωs,
and
x˙= vs cosθ ,
y˙= vs sinθ ,
θ˙ = ωs,
v˙s = u1s/m,
ω˙s = u2s/I,
(3.2)
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respectively, where (x,y) denotes the Cartesian coordinates of the center of mass of the robot,
θ denotes the angle between the (positive) heading direction and the x-axis, m and I represent
the mass and the moment of inertia of the robot, respectively. vs, the linear forward velocity,
and ωs, the angular velocity, are external inputs for the system (3.1), while v and ω are states
for the system (3.2), although still describing the linear forward velocity and the angular
velocity, respectively. In addition, u1s and u2s represent the generalized force and the steering
torque for the system (3.2). For simplicity we assume that m and I are normalized to one.
vr
vs
D
θe
θr
d2l
d2r
d1
Fig. 3.2 Deﬁnitions of d1, d2l , d2r and θe (dashed region: unfeasible region, vr: reference
forward velocity).
As explained in this section the shared-control developed in the chapter is based on the
measurements of relative positions. These are distances to obstacles along (i.e. d1) and
orthogonal to (i.e. d2 deﬁned at the end of this paragraph) the reference forward direction
and the difference between the real and the reference heading angle (i.e. θe = θ −θr) (see
Figure 3.2). The deﬁnition of d2 is given as
d2 =
⎧⎨
⎩
d2l if | log d2ldr2l | ≤ | log
d2r
dr2r
|,
d2r if | log d2ldr2l |> | log
d2r
dr2r
|, (3.3)
where dr2l and dr2r are deﬁned in what follows in equation (3.8).
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Deﬁnition 5. The s-closed-loop and the h-closed-loop for the kinematic model of a mobile
robot denote the system described by (3.1) and
x˙ = vh cosθ ,
y˙ = vh sinθ ,
θ˙ = ωh,
respectively, where uh = [vh,ωh]T , denoted as the h-control, models the human input. Simi-
larly, the s-closed-loop and the h-closed-loop for the dynamic model of a mobile robot denote
the system described by (3.2) and
x˙ = vcosθ ,
y˙ = vsinθ ,
θ˙ = ω,
v˙ = u1h/m,
ω˙ = u2h/I,
respectively, where the human inputs are modeled by u1h and u2h. This indicates that the
human has the direct control of the linear acceleration and the angular acceleration of the
robot. In addition, Ωh and Ωs denote the Ω-limit set1 of the h-closed-loop and of the
s-closed-loop, respectively.
Deﬁnition 6. The function f (y(t),x(t), t) = atg(y(t),x(t), t) is the continuous function de-
ﬁned as
atg(y(t),x(t), t) = atan(y(t),x(t))+2η(t)π,
where atan is the four quadrant arctan function, η(0) = 0 and
η(t) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
η(t−δ t)+1, if a=−2π
η(t−δ t)−1, if a= 2π
η(t−δ t), otherwise
with a= lim
δ t→0+
atan(y(t),x(t))− atan(y(t−δ t),x(t−δ t)) for all t > 0.
Note that the deﬁnition of the function atg(·) is similar to that of the standard four quadrant
arctan function except that it takes values in (−∞,∞) rather than in [−π,π). The following
example can be used to illustrate Deﬁnition 6. Suppose that the robot is tracking a unity circle
centered at the origin with angular speed equal to one, i.e. x(t) = cos(t),y(t) = sin(t). Then
1The deﬁnition of the Ω-limit set is given in the Notation Section.
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for any t ∈ [0,π],atan(y(t),x(t)) = t and η(t) = 0. However, lim
δ t→0+
atan(y(π + δ t),x(π +
δ t)) =−π , yielding
lim
δ t→0+
atan(y(π+δ t),x(π+δ t))− atan(y(π),x(π)) =−2π.
Therefore, η(π+δ t) = 1. It is therefore easy to conclude that, in the example, η(t) = i if
t ∈ ((2i−1)π,(2i+1)π], with i any positive integer.
Assumption 4. The function dd(t) = [dd1(t),dd2(t)]T , representing the desired distances to
the relative obstacles (the obstacles along and orthogonal to the reference forward direction),
is continuous.
The above assumption holds for the rest of the chapter.
Suppose Pa ⊂ P = R2 is a given non-empty, closed and compact set describing the
admissible Cartesian conﬁgurations for the system (3.1) and uh is a given h-control for the
system (3.1). Note that, similarly to Chapter 2, uh is a function of time (i.e. uh(t)) for the
open-loop system and a function of time, distances and angle difference (i.e. uh(t,d,θe)) for
the closed-loop system. The shared-control problem for the kinematic model of a mobile
robot can then be formulated as follows.
Given the system (3.1), an admissible conﬁguration set Pa and an h-control uh, ﬁnd (if
possible)
• an f-control u f ;
• a sharing function k;
• a safe set Rs Pa×As ⊂Pa×A R;
where A and As are the sets of heading angles and safe heading angles with which the robot
is unable to hit the boundary of Pa within an arbitrary small time, respectively, such that the
s-closed-loop system has the following properties.
P1) The set R is forward invariant, i.e. if (x(0),y(0)) ∈Pa, then (x(t),y(t)) ∈Pa for all
t ≥ 0 .
P2)
Ωs =
⎧⎨
⎩
Ωh if Ωh ⊂Rs,
ΠRs(Ωh) if Ωh ⊂Rs,
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where ΠRs(Ωh) is the projection of Ωh into the set Rs, which will be deﬁned in
Section 3.3.1.
P3) us(t) = uh(t) whenever the state of the s-closed-loop system is in the safe subset Rs.
The problem statement for the dynamic model (3.2) is similar to the above one and is given
as follows.
Given the system (3.2), an admissible conﬁguration set Pa and an h-control uh, ﬁnd (if
possible)
• an f-control u f ;
• a sharing function k;
• a safe set Rs Pa×As×Vs×Ws ⊂Pa×A ×V ×W R;
where V and W are the sets of linear velocities and angular velocities, respectively, such
that the s-closed-loop system has the following properties.
P1) The set R is forward invariant, i.e. if (x(0),y(0)) ∈Pa, then (x(t),y(t)) ∈Pa for all
t ≥ 0 .
P2)
Ωs =
⎧⎨
⎩
Ωh if Ωh ⊂Rs,
ΠRs(Ωh) if Ωh ⊂Rs,
where ΠRs(Ωh) is the projection of Ωh into the set Rs, which will be deﬁned in
Section 3.4.1.
P3) us(t) = uh(t) whenever the state of the s-closed-loop system is in the safe subset Rs.
Note that for any ﬁxed vh and any (x,y) ∈Pa, Vs and Ws are the sets of all possible linear
velocities and angular velocities with which the robot is unable to reach the boundary of Pa
within some arbitrary small time, respectively.
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3.3 Shared-Control for the Kinematic Model of a Mobile
Robot
This section gives a solution to the shared-control problem for the kinematic model of the
mobile robot described by (3.1) for any non-empty admissible set Pa.
3.3.1 Design of the Feedback Controller
Since measurements of the absolute positions are not available and we can only measure the
distances to obstacles and the angular difference between the actual and the reference heading
angles, the dynamics of the system (3.1) can be rewritten using the variables d = [d1,d2]T and
θe deﬁned in Section 3.2. If d2 = d2l , then the system controlled by the feedback controller
can be described by the equations
d˙1 =− v f cosθe,
d˙2 =− v f sinθe,
θ˙e =ω f −ωr.
(3.4)
Otherwise, if d2 = d2r, then the system controlled by the feedback controller can be described
by the equations
d˙1 =− v f cosθe,
d˙2 = v f sinθe,
θ˙e =ω f −ωr.
(3.5)
Without loss of generality, we only discuss how to design the feedback controller in the
case in which d2 = d2l . Since we regard the mobile robot as a point, the position constraint
(x,y) ∈Pa can be rewritten as
d j ≥ 0 ∀ j ∈ {1,2}. (3.6)
Deﬁne the variable z= [z1,z2]T as
z j = log
d j
dr j
, (3.7)
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ddj
dr j
dr j = ε
(1−√2)r+ ε (1−
√
2
2 )r+ ε
45◦
Fig. 3.3 The graph of the function dr j given by (3.8).
for all j ∈ {1,2}, where dr j , describing the reference trajectory for the state d j, is deﬁned as
dr j =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
ddj , if ddj ≥ (1−
√
2
2 )r+ ε,
ε, if ddj ≤ (1−
√
2)r+ ε,
(r+ ε)−
√
r2− [(√2−1)r− ε+ddj ]2, otherwise ,
(3.8)
for all j ∈ {1,2} and some positive constant ε . Note that the variable dr j , instead of ddj , is
used in the deﬁnition of z j because ddj may be negative, i.e. there may exist a positive t such
that ddj(t)< 0.
Fig. 3.3 illustrates the deﬁnition of dr j . It is obvious that dr j is a twice differentiable function
with positive values. As a result, d˙r j exists and
2
d˙r1 =−vir, θr = atg(−dr2 ,−dr1)), θ˙r = ωr. (3.9)
Suppose (dd1 ,dd2 ,θd) is a point of theΩ-limit set of the h-closed-loop system in the (d1,d2,θ)
coordinates, i.e. (dd1 ,dd2 ,θd) ∈Ωh. We deﬁne the projection of this point into the safe subset
Rs as
ΠRs(dd1 ,dd2 ,θd) = (dr1 ,dr2 ,θr),
where dr = [dr1,dr2 ]
T and θr are deﬁned by (3.8) and (3.9), respectively. As a results the
projection of Ωh into the set Rs can be deﬁned as
ΠRs(dd1 ,dd2 ,θd) = {s ∈Rs|s=ΠRs(dd1 ,dd2 ,θd), ∀(dd1 ,dd2 ,θd) ∈Ωh}.
2Recall the deﬁnition of the function f (y(t),x(t), t)) = atg(y(t),x(t), t) in Deﬁnition 6.
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Using the variable z, system (3.4) with the constraints (3.6) can be written as
z˙1 =
vir
dir1
− vs cosθe
d1
,
z˙2 =− vs sinθed2 ,
θ˙e =ωs−ωr.
Let
θ ∗e = atg(γ2d2z2,d1(
vr
dr1
+ γ1z1)),
where γ1 and γ2 are two user-selected positive constants. Note that the signal θ ∗e (t) is
calculated from the standard back-stepping method and it describes the desired value for θe
at the time instant t. Consider the Lypunov function candidate L(z1,z2,θe) given as
L(z1,z2,θe) =
1
2
[z12+ z22+(θe−θ ∗e )2], (3.10)
and choose v f and ω f such that L˙< 0 for all (z1,z2) = (0,0) and θe = θ ∗e . One such a choice
is given by
v f =
√
d12(
vr
dr1
+ γ1z1)2+ γ22d2
2z22,
ω f =θ˙ ∗e − γ3(θe−θ ∗e )−
z1v f sin
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
d1
+ωr+
z2v f cos
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
d2
,
(3.11)
yielding
L˙=−γ1z12− γ2z22− γ3(θe−θ ∗e )2 ≤ 0.
The feedback control input u f = [v f ,ω f ]T given in (3.11) can be pushed back to the
(d1,d2,θe) coordinates yielding
v f =
√
d12(
vr
dr1
+ γ1 log
d1
dr1
)2+ γ22d2
2(log
d2
dr2
)2, (3.12a)
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ω f =−
log
d1
dr1
v f sin
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
d1
+
log
d2
dr2
v f cos
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
d2
+ θ˙ ∗e − γ3(θe−θ ∗e )+ωr,
(3.12b)
where
θ ∗e (t) = atg(γ2d2(t) log
d2(t)
dr2(t)
,d1(t)(
vr(t)
dr1(t)
+ γ1 log
d1(t)
dr1(t)
).
We are now ready to present a preliminary result.
Lemma 6. Consider the closed-loop system (3.1) with [vs,ωs]T = [v f ,ω f ]T ,dr and (vr,ωr)
given by (3.12), (3.8) and (3.9), respectively. Assume (x(0),y(0)) ∈Pa. Then the closed-
loop system has the following properties.
• d1(t)> 0, d2(t)> 0 for all t ≥ 0;
• lim
t→∞(d1(t)−dr1(t)) = limt→∞(d2(t)−dr2(t)) = 0.
Proof. According to the deﬁnition of z given in (3.7), di(t)> 0 for all i ∈ {1,2} and t ≥ 0.
The ﬁrst claim thus holds.
Consider the Lyapunov function (3.10) and note that L˙(t)< 0 for all z = 0 and θe = 0. As a
result z and θ asymptotically converge to 0 and θr, respectively, which proves the second
claim.
3.3.2 Shared Control Algorithm
For any given human input vh the state space partition for the system (3.4) can be achieved
as follows.
Deﬁnition 7. The state space of the system (3.4) can be partitioned into three subsets, the safe
subset Rs, the hysteresis subset Rh and the dangerous subset Rd , based on the distance and
velocity towards the boundary. The deﬁnitions of the safe, the hysteresis and the dangerous
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subsets are given by the equations
Rs(vh) =
{
(d1,d2,θe+θr) ∈ R+×R+×S : vh < 1b2−D −
1
b2
if D≤ b2
}
,
Rh(vh) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(d1,d2,θe+θr) ∈ R+×R+×S : 1b2−D −
1
b2
≤ vh ≤ 1b1−D −
1
b1
and D≤ b1,
or vh ≥ 1b2−D −
1
b2
and b1 ≤ D≤ b2
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
,
Rd(vh) =
{
(d1,d2,θe+θr) ∈ R+×R+×S : vh > 1b1−D −
1
b1
and 0 ≤ D≤ b1
}
,
(3.13)
where D is the distance to the obstacle along the direction of vh (see Fig. 3.2) and b2 > b1 > 0
are user selected parameters.
The three subsets have the following properties.
• For any ﬁxed vh, the union of the safe, the hysteresis and the dangerous set coincides
with the overall feasible state space, i.e. Rs(vh)∪Rh(vh)∪Rd(vh) =R(vh).
• For any ﬁxed vh, there is no intersections between the safe subset and the dangerous
subset, i.e. Rs(vh)∩Rd(vh) = /0.
The sharing function k can then be deﬁned as (see [90])
k(D,vh) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1, (d1,d2,θe+θr) ∈Rs(vh),
l, (d1,d2,θe+θr) ∈Rh(vh),
0, (d1,d2,θe+θr) ∈Rd(vh),
(3.14)
where
l =
{
1, if (d1,d2,θe+θr) enters Rh(vh) from Rs(vh),
0, if (d1,d2,θe+θr) enters Rh(vh) from Rd(vh).
Finally, the overall shared-control for the system (3.4) is given by
us = (1− k(D,vh))u f (d,dr,θr,ωr,vr)+ k(D,vh)uh. (3.15)
Note that the sharing function k acts as a hysteresis switch, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The
function k takes the value 1 if the state belongs to the safe subset or if the state enters the
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k = 1
state
belongs to the
safe subset
state
belongs to the
hysteresis subset
k = 0
state
belongs to the
dangerous subset
Fig. 3.4 The sharing function k: k = 1 (green, dashed) and k = 0 (red, dotted).
hysteresis subset from the dangerous subset. Otherwise, k = 0 if the state belongs to the
dangerous subset or if the state enters the hysteresis subset from the safe one.
Theorem 3. Consider the kinematic model of a mobile robot (3.1) with the shared-control law
given by (3.12)-(3.14)-(3.15). Assume p(0) = [x(0),y(0)]T ∈Pa and uh is a given h-control.
Then there exist γi > 0, for all i∈ {1,2,3} and b2 > b1 > 0 such that the s-closed-loop system
has the following properties.
i) p(t) stays in Pa for all t ≥ 0.
ii) Ωs =ΠRs(Ωh).
iii) For any given vh, us(t) = uh(t) for all t such that (x(t),y(t),θ(t)) ∈Rs(vh).
iv) The feedback-control input u f is bounded.
Proof. The proof of the ﬁrst three properties are similar to that given in Theorem 1. However,
instead of designing Nc feedback controllers, we only need to design two feedback controllers.
One applies to the case d2 = d2l , and the other to the case d2 = d2r. The stability of the
closed-loop system can be proved by a Lyapunov analysis similar to that given in Theorem 1.
Here we only provide the proof for the last property. z is bounded since u f given by (3.12) is
chosen such that z and θe asymptotically converge to zero. In addition, dr j(t) given by (3.8)
for j ∈ {1,2} is a function with positive values. This leads to the result d(t)≥ ε for all t ≥ 0
and some positive constant ε . Hence, u f is bounded.
Remark 2. Property ii) in Theorem 3 indicates that the shared-controller does not change
the aims of the human operator.
Remark 3. Similarly to Remark 1 the robustness of the shared-controller can be improved
by implementing more strict system constraints, i.e. d j− d¯ j ≥ 0 for j ∈ {1,2}, where d¯ j > 0
representing the largest effect on the robot caused by uncertainties of the environment.
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3.4 Shared-Control for the Dynamic Model of a Mobile
Robot
After studying the kinematic model of a mobile robot, this section discusses how to design
a shared-controller for the dynamic model of a mobile robot satisfying all the properties
presented in Section 3.2 with any non-empty admissible conﬁguration set.
3.4.1 Design of the Feedback Controller
Consistently with Section 3.3.1, we design the feedback controller for the case d2 = d2l .
Deﬁne variables z and dr as in (3.7) and (3.8), respectively. Then system (3.2) with the
variable z and θe can be rewritten as
z˙1 =
d˙1
d1
− d˙r1
dr1
=
vr
dr1
− vcosθe
d1
,
z˙2 =
d˙2
d2
− d˙r2
dr2
=−vsinθe
d2
,
θ˙e =ωe,
v˙=u1 f ,
ω˙e =u2 f −u2r,
(3.16)
where ur = [u1r,u2r]T is the reference input signal and it is calculated as
u1r = d¨r1 , u2r = θ¨r. (3.17)
Similarly to what stated in Section 3.3.1, even though the deﬁnition of the safe set Rs for the
states of the dynamic model of the mobile robot is given based on the (x,y) coordinates, it
can be mapped into the (d1,d2,θ ,v,ω) coordinates. Suppose (dd,θd,vd,ωd) is a point of the
Ω-limit set of the h-closed-loop system, i.e. (dd,θd,vd,ωd) ∈Ωh, and deﬁne the projection
of (dd,θd,vd,ωd) into Rs as
ΠRs(dd,θd,vd,ωd) = (dr,θr,vr,ωr),
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where dr and θr,vr,ωr are deﬁned as in (3.8) and (3.9), respectively. Then the projection of
Ωh into the safe set Rs is deﬁned by
ΠRs(dd,θd,vd,ωd) = {s ∈Rs |s=ΠRs(dd,θd,vd,ωd), ∀(dd,θd,vd,ωd) ∈Ωh} .
Let
θ ∗e = atg(γ2d2z2,d1(
vr
dr1
+ γ1z1)), v∗ =
√
(d1(
vr
dr1
)+ γ1z1)2+(γ2d2z2)2,
ω∗e = θ˙
∗
e −
z1v∗
d1
sin
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θ ie−θ ∗e
2
+
zi2v
∗
d2
cos
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
,
where γ1 > 0 and γ2 > 0. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate
L(z1,z2,θe,v,ωe) =
1
2
[
z21+ z
2
2+(θe−θ ∗e )2+(v− v∗)2+(ωe−ω∗e )2
]
, (3.18)
and choose u f = [u1 f ,u2 f ]T such that L˙ ≤ 0 and L˙ ≡ 0 implies that (z1,z2,θe,v,ωe) =
(0,0,0,0,0). One such a choice is given by
u1 f = v˙∗+
z1
d1
cosθ ie+
z2
d2
sinθe− γ3(v− v∗),
u2 f = u2r+ ω˙∗e −θe+θ ∗e − γ4(ωe−ω∗e ),
where γ3 > 0 and γ4 > 0, yielding
L˙=−γ1z12− γ2z22− γ3(v− v∗)2− γ4(ωe−ω∗e )2.
This can be pushed back into the (d1,d2,θe,v,ωe) coordinates yielding
u1 f =v˙∗+
log
d1
dr1
d1
cosθe+
log
d2
dr2
d2
sinθe− γ3(v− v∗),
u2 f =u2r+ ω˙∗e −θe+θ ∗e − γ4(ωe−ω∗e ),
(3.19)
where
θ ∗e =atg(γ2d2 log
d2
dr2
,d1(
vr
dr1
+ γ1 log
d1
dr1
),
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v∗ =
√
(d1(
vr
dr1
)+ γ1 log
d1
dr1
)2+(γ2d2 log
d2
dr2
)2,
ω∗e =θ˙
∗
e −
log
d1
dr1
v∗
d1
sin
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
+
log
d2
dr2
v∗
d2
cos
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
.
3.4.2 Shared Control Algorithm
The deﬁnitions of the three subsets, the safe subset Rs, the hysteresis subset Rh and the
dangerous subset Rd , are similar to that given in (3.13) except for that these three subsets are
sets in R+×R+×S×R2. In addition, the sharing function kd can be deﬁned as in (3.14).
Therefore, the overall shared-control for the system (3.2) is given, similarly to (3.15), by
us = (1− kd(D,vh))u f (d,dr,θe,v,ωeθr,ωr,vr,ur)+ kd(D,vh) uh. (3.20)
Theorem 4. Consider the dynamic model of the mobile robot (3.2) with the shared-control
law given by (3.14)-(3.19)-(3.20). Assume p(0) = [x(0),y(0)]T ∈ Pa and uh is a given
h-control. Then there exist γi > 0, for all i ∈ {1,2,3,4} and b2 > b1 > 0 such that the
s-closed-loop system has the following properties.
(1) p(t) stays in Pa for all t ≥ 0.
(2) Ωs =ΠRs(Ωh).
(3) us(t) = uh(t) for all t such that (x(t),y(t),θ(t),v(t),ω(t)) ∈Rs.
(4) The feedback-control input u f is bounded.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3, hence it is omitted.
Remark 4. According to the shared-control law (3.14)-(3.12)-(3.15) and (3.14)-(3.19)-(3.20)
for the kinematic and the dynamic model of a mobile robot, the feedback controller is active
only if the robot is not far away from the obstacles. Therefore, d j can be modiﬁed by
dˆ j = min(d j,B), for j ∈ {1,2}, where B is a positive constant selected by the user.
Remark 4 indicates that we design the feedback controller only for the cases in which d j ≤B.
Otherwise, the human operator holds the complete control authority of the system. This is
helpful in applications, especially in the cases in which the obstacle is exactly parallel or
perpendicular to the required direction, i.e. d1 or d2 equals inﬁnity.
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3.5 Case Studies
In this section we discuss three case studies: trajectory tracking in a static environment and in
a dynamic environment, and free-driving. The experimental results demonstrate that the robot
with the shared-controller moves “safely” in the room without hitting any obstacles. If the
feedback controller shares the same objective as the operator, it is used to help the robot track
the trajectory safely as shown in the ﬁrst example: “Trajectory Tracking”. Otherwise, the
feedback controller would regard the predicted human behavior (based on the measurements
of current human input) as its goal and drive the robot to that position as illustrated by the
second example: “Free Driving”. In addition, the third example shows that the shared-control
algorithm is able to deal with not only static environment but also dynamic environment.
By comparing the simulation results and the experimental ones for the ﬁrst and the third
case study, we demonstrate that the trajectory for the robot in the experiment is close to that
simulated, indicating the usefulness of the simulation. We provide only experimental results
for the second case study.
3.5.1 Experimental Settings
All the experiments are performed with a Pioneer 3-AT robot with the help of the robotic
operative system Pioneer 2 Operative System (P2OS). We have used IMU (Inertial Measure-
ment Unit) to measure the angles and angular speed and lasers together with a Madgwick
ﬁlter to measure the distances. Sixteen sonars (rate=25Hz, detection range ≈ 20◦ ) are used
in the experiments. Their positions are ﬁxed facing outwards with 20 degree intervals. To get
a better estimation of the positions, an extended Kalman ﬁlter has been used to combine the
encoder data (which is inaccurate over a long time interval) and the IMU data. In addition,
the human input has been generated by the ‘joystick’ controller placed on the top of the
computer in Fig. 3.5, in which the overall system is illustrated. The projection of the robot in
the (x,y)-plane is a square with side length of 0.5m. We assume that the sensors are ﬁxed to
the middle of the two front-wheels and is 0.1m to the front edge of the robot.
The platform used to conduct the experiments is named as “Mobilerobots” platform. This
uses a client-server mobile robot control architecture managed by P2OS to insulate the
developers from the lowest level of the motor control. In fact, it uses a PID controller with
wheel encoder feedback to adjust a PWM (pulse width modulated) signal at the motor driver
to control the power to the motors. It has been found that a fully loaded robot works well
with Kp = 85,Kv = 86,Ki = 87 and Kp = 82,Kv = 83,Ki = 84 for the translation and rotation
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Fig. 3.5 The Experimental Setup.
movement, respectively [28]. To set up the experiment, we have chosen the sampling time
to be 0.1s. The distance to the obstacle is calculated as d = (ct)/2 where c is the speed of
sound and t is the time for receiving the echo.
3.5.2 Trajectory Tracking
In this case the human is asked to drive the robot along a given trajectory from the initial
position to a ﬁnal target position in a static rectangular room with a table modeled by the
equation
Pa =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩(x,y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−0.2 ≤ x≤ 2.9, −0.25 ≤ y≤ 1.75
y ∈ [−0.25,0.2]∪ [1.2,1.75] if x ∈ [0.7,2.4]
x ∈ [−0.2,0.7]∪ [2.4,2.9] if y ∈ [0.2,1.2]
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ , (3.21)
where (x,y) refers to the position of the sensors. Consider the kinematic model and the
dynamic model of the mobile robot given by equation (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Assume
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the reference trajectory is a straight line given by
pd(t) = [xd(t),yd(t)]T = [0.067t,0.044t]T . (3.22)
This models the task in which the human user is restricted to drive the robot from its initial
position (0,0) to the ﬁnal position (3,2) along a straight line with a constant speed of
0.08m/s. Note that the desired trajectory is not always feasible, i.e. there is a t > 0 such that
pd(t) ∈Pa.
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Fig. 3.6 (x,y) trajectories of the system for the set Pa given in equation (3.21): h-closed-
loop (red, dash-dotted) and s-closed-loop (green, dashed) for the system (3.1), h-closed-loop
(yellow, solid) and s-closed-loop (blue, dotted) for the system (3.2). Round mark: the initial
position of the robot. Square mark: the ﬁnal position of the robot with shared-control.
Simulation results are given in Fig. 3.6 to Fig. 3.9. Fig. 3.6 demonstrates that the (x,y)
trajectory of the h-closed-loop system goes through the non-admissible region (the grey
shaded rectangle), while that of the s-closed-loop system moves along the boundary of Pa
until the reference trajectory becomes feasible. Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 show the time histories of
the states and inputs of the h-closed-loop systems and s-closed-loop systems. Fig. 3.7 shows
that the conﬁguration of the robot without shared-control leaves the set Pa for a second time
after 38s as the red, dash-dotted and the yellow, solid, line indicate, while the robot with
shared-control stops at the boundary of the admissible set. In addition, the functions v(t)
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Fig. 3.7 Time histories of the variables x, y, θ , v and ω for the system for the set Pa given in
equation (3.21): h-closed-loop (red, dash-dotted) and s-closed-loop (green, dashed) for the
system (3.1), h-closed-loop (yellow, solid) and s-closed-loop (blue, dotted) for the system
(3.2).
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Fig. 3.8 Time histories of the inputs u1 and u2 for the system (3.2) with set Pa given by
equation (3.21): h-closed-loop (yellow, solid) and s-closed-loop (blue, dotted).
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Fig. 3.9 Time histories of the sharing function k for the system (3.1) (green, dashed) and
(3.2) (blue, dotted) with the set Pa given by (3.21).
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and ω(t) for the system (3.2) are smoother than those for the system (3.1) as they are states
rather than control inputs. However, the functions x(t),y(t) and θ(t) are almost the same for
the kinematic model (3.1) and the dynamic model (3.2) when the feedback controller is not
active because uh is chosen to perfectly track the reference trajectory pd(t). They start to
differ at t = 27s when pd leaves the admissible region. Due to the discontinuity of dr caused
by the concavity of Pa and the fact that v and ω change more gently for the dynamic model
of the robot, the error between the conﬁguration of the system (3.2) and its reference needs
more time to converge to zero. After a while, the (x,y) trajectories for the s-closed-loop
systems (3.1) and (3.2) overlap with each other again since both coincide with the reference
trajectory. Fig. 3.9 indicates that the feedback controller is active for both systems (3.1) and
(3.2) at t = 5.5s, as the values of k change from 1 to 0 for both systems. However, the control
authority is passed to the human operator after a short period when the angular velocity of the
robot is corrected by the feedback controller. In addition, due to the concavity of the set Pa,
the robot needs to adjust its forward direction quickly to track the reference trajectory when
t ≈ 16s. The control authority is gained by the feedback controller for less than 1 second to
adjust the angular velocity of the robot. Yet, the situation is different for the system (3.1).
The control authority is held by the feedback controller until the robot has left the obstacle
because the human operator has the direct control on the velocities.
The experiment has been performed in a rectangular room with a table in it. Therefore, the
admissible conﬁguration set can be described as
Pa =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩(x,y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−0.5 ≤ x≤ 3, −0.5 ≤ y≤ 2,
y ∈ [0,0.2]∪ [0.8,2] if x ∈ [1,2.5],
x ∈ [0,1]∪ [2.5,4.5] if y ∈ [0.2,0.8]
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ , (3.23)
where (x,y) refers to every point of the robot. In other words, all the points of the robot
should be located in the set Pa given by (3.23). Note that this set is equivalent to that
described by (3.21), since (x,y) in (3.21) refers to the center of the robot’s front wheels.
In the experiments the linear velocity v and the angular velocity ω of the robot can be
controlled directly by changing the left-wheel speed vL and the right-wheel speed vR as
v=
vR+ vL
2
, ω =
vR− vL
l
,
where l is the distance between the left-wheel and the right-wheel and equals 0.5m in the
experiment. Therefore, the shared-control algorithm developed in Section 3.3 can be applied
directly.
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Fig. 3.10 The virtual path (green, dashed) generated in the simulation with the optimal human
control and the experimental path (blue, solid) of the mobile robot with the shared-control
for the set Pa given by equation (3.23).
Fig. 3.10 to 3.13 show the experimental results. Compared with the simulation results we
note that the experimental path almost coincides with the green, dash-dotted, curve in Fig. 3.6.
Slight differences occur because in the simulation we assume that the h-control is an optimal
controller making the robot moving towards the target at a constant speed, while in the
experiment this is done by the operator’s intuition which is slightly different from the optimal
operation. In addition, the average velocity in the experiment (around 0.12m/s) is larger than
that in the simulation (around 0.08m/s) due to frictions. Fig. 3.12 shows that the time interval
when the feedback control is active, i.e. k = 0, is shorter than in the simulation results for
the system (3.1) illustrated in Fig. 3.9, because in the experiment the operator has noted that
he/she needs to change the direction of the robot to avoid collisions after feedback from the
signal k. Eight snapshots of the experiment are given in Fig. 3.13, in which sub-ﬁgure (a)
shows that the robot moves according to the human input (i.e. the signal generated by the
‘joystick’) if it is far away from the obstacles. Otherwise, if it is close to the obstacle and the
human operator drives it toward the obstacle too fast, then the feedback controller would take
the control authority from the human and keep the robot safe as indicated in Fig. 3.13 (b).
Finally, Fig. 3.13 (h) shows that the robot stops next to the wall even if the human operator
keeps driving it forward, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the shared-controller.
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Fig. 3.11 Measured time histories of the inputs v and ω for the h-closed-loop system (red,
dash-dotted) and the s-closed-loop system (green, dashed).
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Fig. 3.12 The history of the sharing function k during the experiment.
3.5.3 Free Driving
In this case study no task has been given to the operator and he/she “plays freely” with the
robot. It is motivated by the application to a toy car, such as a car driven by a child. Due
to the wrong assessment of the environment and their natural “naughtiness”, children often
behave dangerously when driving the car. It is essential to install a safety guard to the toy car
to prolong its life and to keep it away from “dangerous” situations. In real applications it is
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Fig. 3.13 Snapshots of the line-tracking experiment done by the mobile robot with the
shared-control.
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usually difﬁcult to deﬁne the reference trajectory due to the unknown task and uncertainties
of the environment. Therefore, we need to predict the desired trajectory based on the on-line
measurement of the human inputs and the states.
In the experiment, the human operator has been asked to drive the robot freely without
tracking any trajectory in a rectangular room with a table in it. The admissible set is
described by
Pa =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩(x,y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−0.5 ≤ x≤ 4.4, −0.5 ≤ y≤ 2
y ∈ [−0.5,0.2]∪ [0.8,2] if x ∈ [1,2.5]
x ∈ [−0.5,1]∪ [2.5,4.4] if y ∈ [0.2,0.8]
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ . (3.24)
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Fig. 3.14 Paths of the mobile robot with the shared-control for the set Pa (white area) given
by equation (3.24).
Fig. 3.14 shows the (x,y) trajectory of the robot with the shared-controller, while Fig. 3.15
illustrates how the inputs of the h-closed-loop system and the s-closed-loop system vary with
time. In addition, Fig. 3.16 indicates how the control authority is shared between the human
operator and the feedback controller. The experiment demonstrates that the robot with the
shared-control algorithm moves inside the room and does not hit any obstacles (the table and
the walls). Before any collision happens, the shared-controller would drive the robot along
the obstacle until the state of the s-closed-loop system enters the safe region Rs, where the
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Fig. 3.15 Measured time histories of the inputs v and ω for the h-closed-loop system (red,
dash-dotted) and the s-closed-loop system (green, dashed).
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Fig. 3.16 Time history of the sharing function k during the experiment.
human operator regain the control authority. Fig. 3.15 shows that vs drops to zero before vh
becomes zero, which indicates that the robot stops in front of the wall, even if the human
input is non-zero, when it is close to the wall and tends to hit the wall.
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3.5.4 Moving Obstacles
The last case study deals with moving obstacles. Both simulation and experimental results
show that the robot with the shared-control can avoid not only static obstacles but also
dynamic ones. Consider the kinematic model and the dynamic model of the mobile robot
given by equations (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Assume the robot is able to move within a
rectangular room deﬁned by
Pa = {(x,y) |−3 ≤ x≤ 3.25, −1 ≤ y≤ 1.65} , (3.25)
and there is a moving obstacle, the shape of which is a circle with radius 0.2m, going along
a straight line from (2.4,1.5) to (2.4,0.3) with forward speed v = 0.1m/s. Suppose the
reference trajectory is a straight line described by
pd(t) = [xd(t),yd(t)]T = [0.25+0.43t,0.35+0.16t]T . (3.26)
This models the task in which the human is asked to drive the robot from the initial position
(0.25,0.35) to its ﬁnal position(4.7,2) along a straight line with speed v= 0.45m/s. Note
that the ﬁnal target position is unfeasible, i.e. (4.7,2) ∈Pa.
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Fig. 3.17 (x,y) trajectories of the system for the set Pa given by equation (3.25): h-closed-
loop (red, dash-dotted) and s-closed-loop (green, dashed) for the system (3.1), h-closed-loop
(yellow, solid) and s-closed-loop (blue, dotted) for the system (3.2). Round mark: the initial
position of the robot. Square mark: the ﬁnal position of the robot with shared-control. Purple
circle: the moving obstacle. Purple, dotted curve: path of the moving obstacle.
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Fig. 3.18 Time histories of the variables x, y, θ , v and ω for the system with the set Pa given
by equation (3.25): h-closed-loop (red, dash-dotted) and s-closed-loop (green, dashed) for
the system (3.1), h-closed-loop (yellow, solid) and s-closed-loop (blue, dotted) for the system
(3.2).
Simulation results are displayed in Fig. 3.17 to Fig. 3.20. From Fig. 3.17 it is clear that
the mobile robot with the shared-control changes its direction to avoid hitting the moving
obstacle represented by the purple circle. Even though the purple circle is moving, Fig. 3.17
only shows its position when it starts to affect the robot (i.e. when it is close to the robot and
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Fig. 3.19 Time histories of the inputs u1 and u2 for the system (3.2) with the set Pa given by
equation (3.25): h-closed-loop (yellow, solid) and s-closed-loop (blue, dotted).
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Fig. 3.20 Time histories of the sharing function k for the system (3.1) (green, dashed) and
(3.2) (blue, dotted) with the set Pa given by equation (3.25).
forces the feedback-controller to be active). Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19 show the time histories
of the states and inputs of the h-closed-loop systems and the s-closed-loop systems. The blue
lines in Fig. 3.18 are smoother than the green lines, especially for the function v(t) and ω(t),
because v and ω are states rather than input signals in system (3.2). In addition, due to the
unfeasibility of the ﬁnal position, the robot with the shared-control for both system (3.1)
and (3.2) stops at the boundary of the rectangular room. When t > 11s, even if the human
input uh is non-zero, the shared-control input of the system is us = 0. Fig. 3.20 shows how
the control authority is allocated between the operator (k = 1) and the feedback controller
(k = 0).
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Fig. 3.21 The virtual path (green, dashed) and the experimental path (blue, solid) of the
mobile robot with the shared-control for the set Pa given by equation (3.27)
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Fig. 3.22 Measured time histories of the inputs v and ω for the h-closed-loop system (red,
dash-dotted) and the s-closed-loop system (green, dashed).
The experiment has been performed in a rectangular room described by
Pa = {(x,y) |−3.4 ≤ x≤ 3.35, −1.25 ≤ y≤ 1.9} . (3.27)
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Fig. 3.23 Time history of the sharing function k during the experiment.
In other words the whole robot should be in the set Pa. During the experiment a lady is
walking in the room with speed 0.1m/s. Therefore, the experimental setting is the same
as that given in the simulation part. Experimental results are demonstrated in Fig. 3.21
to Fig. 3.24. Fig. 3.21 shows that the robot with the shared-controller successfully avoids
the collision with the pedestrian and walls, which meets our expectations and proves the
effectiveness of the shared-control law. Fig. 3.22 shows that the shared-control input vs
drops to zero rather than declining gently according to its previous trend at t = 16s because
the human input uh falls to zero suddenly. Fig. 3.23 illustrates the time intervals in which
the feedback controller is active during the experiment. In addition, Fig. 3.24 gives four
snapshots of the experiment, in which we see the robot turning after it detects the lady and
avoids hitting her. Note that the robot turns rather than stops because it detects that there is
free space in front and the human driver keeps moving it forward.
3.6 Shared-Control for a UAVOperating in Three-Dimensional
Space
The discussion in the chapter focuses on the design of the shared-controller for a mobile robot
operating in a two-dimensional space. This section studies how to design the shared-control
scheme for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) moving in a three-dimensional space.
UAVs, commonly known as drones, are aircrafts without a human pilot aboard. They are
used in military attacks [120] and surveillance [8, 74] and have recently received signiﬁcant
attentions. The report [71] states that the global UAV market size can be expected to grow to
over 8 billion dollars by 2018. Nowadays UAVs not only play a role in military applications,
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Fig. 3.24 Snapshots of the moving-obstacle experiment done by the mobile robot with the
shared-control.
but are also widely used in civil applications, such as policing [78], weather determination
[122], mapping [68] and agriculture [40].
Shared-Controller us Transition Plant UAV
Human
uh
Feedback Controller
u f
k
Fig. 3.25 The Proposed Control Framework
This section does not focus on the angular dynamics of a UAV (i.e. the dynamics of the
pitch, the yaw and the roll angles). Instead, we assume the dynamics of the overall system
(including the ‘Transition Plant’ which will be described later in this paragraph and the ‘UAV’
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block in Fig. 3.25) can be described by the equations
x˙= vs cosφ cosθ ,
y˙= vs cosφ sinθ ,
z˙= vs sinφ ,
θ˙ = ω1s,
φ˙ = ω2s,
(3.28)
where (x,y,z) denotes the Cartesian coordinates of the UAV center of mass, θ is the heading
angle (from East) of the UAV, φ represents the UAV path angle (from the horizontal), vs is
the forward speed, and ω1s and ω2s denote the angular velocity with respect to the θ and
φ axes, respectively. Note that us = [vs,ω1s,ω2s]T is the external input and the ‘Transition
Plant’ in Fig. 3.25 is used to transmit the shared-control input us into the inputs of the UAV,
while setting us equal to [vs,ω1s,ω2s]T .
3.6.1 Modeling and Problem Formulation
In this section we use the name s-closed-loop to denote the system described by equation
(3.28) with the input given by the equation
⎡
⎢⎣ vsω1s
ω2s
⎤
⎥⎦= [1− k(x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh)]
⎡
⎢⎣ v fω1 f
ω2 f
⎤
⎥⎦+ k(x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh)
⎡
⎢⎣ vhω1h
ω2h
⎤
⎥⎦ , (3.29)
and the name h-closed-loop to denote the system described by the equations
x˙= vh cosφ cosθ ,
y˙= vh cosφ sinθ ,
z˙= vh sinφ ,
θ˙ = ω1h,
φ˙ = ω2h.
Note that the h-closed-loop system and the s-closed-loop system share the same state space
P×H ×A = R3×S×A, where P is the set of Cartesian positions, H represents the
set of heading angles and A denotes the set of path angles.
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Let Pa ∈P be a given and compact set describing the admissible Cartesian conﬁgurations
of the system (3.28) and uh be a given h-control. Then the shared-control problem can be
posed as follows.
Given the system (3.28), a non-empty admissible conﬁguration set Pa and an h-control uh,
ﬁnd (if possible)3
• a feedback controller u f ;
• a sharing function k;
• a safe set Rs(vh)Pa×Hs×As ⊂Pa×H ×A R(vh);
such that the s-closed-loop system (3.28)-(3.29) has the properties P1)-P3) stated in Sec-
tion 3.2.
Assumption 5. The non-empty admissible conﬁguration set Pa is deﬁned by a group of
linear inequalities, namely
Pa = {p ∈ R3 |Sp+T ≤ 0}, (3.30)
where p= [x,y,z]T , S= [sT1 ,s
T
2 , . . . ,s
T
m]
T ∈ Rm×3 and T = [t1, t2, . . . , tm]T ∈ Rm. In addition,
if m> 3 then the matrices S and T are such that
rank(
⎡
⎢⎣
sr1
...
srl
⎤
⎥⎦)< rank(
⎡
⎢⎣
sr1 tr1
...
...
srl trl
⎤
⎥⎦),
for all l ∈ [4,m] and r1,r2, . . . ,rl ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}.
Assumption 6. The reference trajectory in the space P is continuous.
The above assumptions hold for the rest of Section 3.6.
3For any given sufﬁciently small Δt > 0, any p(t) = [x(t),y(t),z(t)]T ∈Pa and any ﬁxed vh, the sets As
and Hs are deﬁned as
As×Hs =
⎧⎨
⎩θ ×φ ∈ S×A :
⎛
⎝p(t)+Δt
⎡
⎣ vh cosφ cosθvh cosφ sinθ
vh sinφ
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠ ∈Pa
⎫⎬
⎭ .
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3.6.2 Design of the Shared-Controller
As detailed in Chapter 2 we design the feedback controller under the assumption that m= 3.
Note that Nc feedback controllers need to be designed and in general, Nc ≤
(m
3
)
. Consider
the ith group of constraints
Sip+T i ≤ 0, (3.31)
where p= [x,y,z]T , Si = [si1
T
,si2
T
,si3
T
]T ∈R3×3 is invertible and T = [ti1, ti2, ti3]T ∈R3. Deﬁne
a new variable qi similar to xi given by (2.5). Then system (3.28) with the constraints given
by (3.31) and controlled by the ith feedback controller uif = [v
i
f ,ω
i
1 f ,ω
i
2 f ]
T can be rewritten,
using the variables qi, as
q˙i = Si
⎡
⎢⎣ cosφ
i cosθ i
cosφ i sinθ i
sinφ i
⎤
⎥⎦vif ,
θ˙ i = ω i1 f ,
φ˙ i = ω i2 f ,
qi ≤ 0.
(3.32)
To remove the constraint on qi, we deﬁne a new variable mi = [mi1,m
i
2,m
i
3]
T , with mij the
same as zij given by (2.8) for all j ∈ {1,2,3}, where qir j is the reference trajectory deﬁned as
xir j in (2.9). Since q
i
r j is a smooth function with all negative values, q˙
i
r and q¨
i
r exist. Let p
i
r,
α ir, vir, θ ir, φ ir and ω ir be given by4
pir = S
i−1(qir−T i), α ir = Si−1q˙ir,
vir =
√
α ir1
2+α ir2
2+α ir3
2, θ ir = atg(α ir2 ,α
i
r1),
φ ir = atan(α ir3 ,
√
α ir1
2+α ir2
2), ω ir = [θ˙ ir, φ˙ ir]T .
(3.33)
Suppose (pd,θd,φd) ∈Ωh. Then the projection of (pd,θd,φd) into the set Rs(vh) relative to
the ith group of active constraints, i.e. ΠiRs(pd,θd,φd), is deﬁned as
ΠiRs(pd,θd,φd) = (p
i
r,θ
i
r,φ
i
r),
4Recall the deﬁnition of the function atg given by Deﬁnition 6.
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where (pir,θ ir,φ ir) is given by (3.33). Therefore the projection of Ωh into Rs(vh), relative to
the ith group of constraints, is deﬁned by
ΠiRs(Ωh) = {s ∈Rs|s=ΠiRs(pd,θd,φd),∀(pd,θd,φd) ∈Ωh}.
Using the new variable mi, the system (3.32) can be rewritten as
m˙i1 =
vif cosφ
i cosθ i
em
i
1qir1
− v
i
r cosφ ir cosθ ir
qir1
,
m˙i2 =
vif cosφ
i sinθ i
em
i
1qir2
− v
i
r cosφ ir sinθ ir
qir2
,
m˙i3 =
vif sinφ
i
em
i
2qir3
− v
i
r sinφ ir
qir3
,
θ˙ i =ω i1 f ,
φ˙ i =ω i2 f .
(3.34)
Let
θ i∗ = atg(l2, l1), φ i∗ = atg(l3,
√
l21 + l
2
2) (3.35)
where γ1 > 0, γ2 > 0, γ3 > 0, l1 = em
i
1(vir cosφ ir cosθ ir+γ1l1), l2 = em
i
2(vir cosφ ir sinθ ir+γ2l2)
and l3 = em
i
3(vir sinφ ir + γ3l3). Note that if |φ i∗| = π2 , then θ i∗ = atan(0,0), which is not
deﬁned. In this case, we deﬁne θ i∗ = θr. In addition, sin[atan(·)] and cos[atan(·)] are well
deﬁned functions. Finally, φ i∗ and θ i∗ are reference angles for φ i and θ i, respectively.
Consider the Lyapunov function candidate associated with the ith group of active constraints
given by
Li(mi1,m
i
2,m
i
3,θ
i,φ i) =
1
2
[
(θ i−θ i∗)2+(φ i−φ i∗)2+mi12+mi22+mi32
]
, (3.36)
and choose uif = [v
i
f ,ω
i
1 f ,ω
i
2 f ]
T such that Li < 0 for all (mi1,m
i
2,m
i
3,θ
i,φ i) =(0,0,0,θ i∗,φ i∗).
One such a choice is given as
vif =
√
l21 + l
2
2 + l
2
3 ,
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ω i1 f = θ˙
i∗+
mi1v
i
f cosφ
i
em
i
1qir1
sin
θ i+θ i∗
2
sinc
θ i−θ i∗
2
− m
i
2v
i
f cosφ
i
em
i
2qir2
cos
θ i+θ i∗
2
sinc
θ i−θ i∗
2
− γ4(θ i−θ i∗),
ω i2 f = φ˙
i∗+
mi1v
i
f cosθ
i∗
em
i
1qir1
sin
φ i+φ i∗
2
sinc
φ i−φ i∗
2
− m
i
2v
i
f sinθ
i∗
em
i
2qir2
sin
φ i+φ i∗
2
sinc
φ i−φ i∗
2
− m
i
3v
i
f
em
i
3qir3
cos
φ i+φ i∗
2
sinc
φ i−φ i∗
2
− γ5(φ i−φ i∗),
which yields
L˙i = γ1
mi1
2
qir1
+ γ2
mi2
2
qir2
+ γ3
mi1
2
qir1
− γ4(θ i−θ i∗)2− γ5(φ i−φ i∗)2 ≤ 0.
This can be pushed back into the (p,θ ,φ) coordinates yielding
vif =
√√√√√√√√
(
qi1
qir1
)2(vir cosφ
i
r cosθ
i
r + γ1log
qi1
qir1
)2+(
qi2
qir2
)2(vir cosφ
i
r sinθ
i
r + γ2log
qi2
qir2
)2
+(
qi3
qir3
)2(vir sinφ
i
r + γ3log
qi3
qir3
)2
,
ω i1 f = θ˙
i∗+
log
qi1
qir1
vif cosφ
i
qi1
sin
θ i+θ i∗
2
sinc
θ i−θ i∗
2
− γ4(θ i−θ i∗)
−
log
qi2
qir2
vif cosφ
i
qi2
cos
θ i+θ i∗
2
sinc
θ i−θ i∗
2
,
ω i2 f = φ˙
i∗+
log
qi1
qir1
vif cosθ
i∗
qi1
sin
φ i+φ i∗
2
sinc
φ i−φ i∗
2
−
log
qi3
qir3
vif
qi3
cos
φ i+φ i∗
2
sinc
φ i−φ i∗
2
−
log
qi2
qir2
vif sinθ
i∗
qi2
sin
φ i+φ i∗
2
sinc
φ i−φ i∗
2
− γ5(φ i−φ i∗),
(3.37)
where
θ i∗ = atan
(
qi2
qir2
(vir cosφ
i
r sinθ
i
r + γ2log
qi2
qir2
),
qi1
qir1
(vir cosφ
i
r cosθ
i
r + γ1log
qi1
qir1
)
)
,
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φ i∗ = atan
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
qi3
qir3
(vir sinφ
i
r + γ3log
qi3
qir3
),
√√√√√√√√
qi1
qir1
(vir cosφ
i
r cosθ
i
r + γ1log
qi1
qir1
)
+
qi2
qir2
(vir cosφ
i
r sinθ
i
r + γ2log
qi2
qir2
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
and qij = s
i
j p+ t
i
j, q
i
r j = s
i
j pr + t
i
j for all j ∈ {1,2,3}. Note that vif ≥ 0. This is consistent
with its physical meaning: the speed of a UAV is always nonnegative.
The overall state space for the system can be divided into three subspaces: the safe subset
Rs, the hysteresis subset Rh and the dangerous subset Rd . Relative to the ith group of active
constraints and a given vh, the deﬁnitions of the sets R˜is, R˜
i
h and R˜
i
d are given by the equation
R˜is(vh) =
⎧⎨
⎩
(qi,θ i,φ i) ∈Qia×S×A : sijevh <
1
qij+b2
− 1
b2
if qij ≥−b2
for all j ∈ {1,2,3}
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
R˜ih(vh) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(qi,θ i,φ i) ∈Qia×S×A : ∃ j ∈ {1,2,3} such that sijevh ≥
1
qij+b2
− 1
b2
and qij ≥−b2
and sikevh ≤
1
qik+b1
− 1
b1
if xik ≥−b1 for all k ∈ {1,2,3}
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
,
R˜id(vh) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(qi,θ i,φ i) ∈Qia×S×A : ∃ j ∈ {1,2,3} such that sijevh >
1
qij+b1
− 1
b1
and −b1 ≤ qij < 0
or ∃ j ∈ {1,2,3} such that sijevh >
1
qij+b1
− 1
b1
and qij = 0
or ∀ j ∈ {1,2,3} such that qij = sijevh = 0
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.38)
where e= [cosθ cosφ ,sinθ cosφ ,sinφ ]T , Qia = SiPa+T i, and b2 > b1 > 0. To eliminate
the ambiguity for different groups of active constraints, we can pull back the sets R˜s, R˜h and
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R˜d into the (x,y,z,θ ,φ) coordinates using the equations
Ris(vh) = diag(S
i−1, I)(R˜is− col(Ti,0)),
Rih(vh) = diag(S
i−1, I)(R˜ih− col(Ti,0)),
Rid(vh) = diag(S
i−1, I)(R˜id− col(Ti,0)).
The overall safe, hysteresis and dangerous subsets for different groups of constraints are then
deﬁned as
Rd(vh) =R1d(vh)∪·· ·∪RNcd (vh),
Rh(vh) =R1h(vh)∪·· ·∪RNch (vh),
Rs(vh) =R1s (vh)∩·· ·∩RNcs (vh) =R \ (Rd ∪Rh).
The sharing-function relative to the ith group of active constraints ki can be deﬁned as
ki(x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh, t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, (x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh) ∈Rid and Li =
INc
min
j=I1
L j,
li(x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh, t), (x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh) ∈Rih,
1, otherwise,
(3.39)
with
li(x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh, t) =
{
0, if ki(t−) = 0,
1, if ki(t−) = 1.
Finally, the shared-control input is given by
us(x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh) =
Nc
∑
i=1
[(1− ki)uif ]+ (
Nc
min
i=1
ki)uh. (3.40)
Proposition 1. Consider the system (3.28) with the shared-controller (3.37)-(3.39)-(3.40).
Let Pa be a non-empty, closed and compact set described by (3.30) and uh be a given
h-control. Assume (x(0),y(0),z(0)) ∈Pa.Then there exist γ j > 0, for all j ∈ {1,2,3,4,5},
and b2 > b1 > 0 such that the s-closed-loop system has the following properties.
(1) (x(t),y(t),z(t)) ∈Pa for all t ≥ 0.
(2) Ωs =ΠRs(Ωh).
(3) us(t) = uh(t) for all t ≥ 0 and (p(t),θ(t),φ(t)) ∈Rs(vh(t)).
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, hence it is omitted.
3.6.3 Numerical Examples
This section presents two numerical examples in which the conﬁguration of the system needs
to track two different trajectories: one is a spiral and the other is a straight line.
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Fig. 3.26 Projections of the paths of the system (3.28) in different planes for the set Pa given
in equation (3.41) with r = 3,b2 = 2,b1 = 1: the h-closed-loop (red, dash-dotted) and the
s-closed-loop (green, dashed). Round mark: the initial position of the UAV.
Consider the system (3.28) and the admissible conﬁguration set deﬁned by
Pa = {(x,y,z)|x≥ 0,y≥ 0,z≥ 0}. (3.41)
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Fig. 3.27 Time histories of the variable x, y, z, θ , φ , v, ω1 and ω2 for the h-closed-loop
system (red, dash-dotted) and the s-closed-loop system (green, dashed).
Assume the reference trajectory is a spiral described by
pd(t) = [3cos(0.1t)+5,3sin(0.1t)+4,0.1+0.02t]T ,
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and the h-control is a stable tracking controller.
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Fig. 3.28 Projections of the paths of the system (3.28) in different planes for the set Pa given
in (3.41) with r= 3,b2 = 2,b1 = 1: the h-closed-loop (red, dash-dotted) and the s-closed-loop
(green, dashed). Round mark: the initial position of the UAV.
Simulation results are given in Fig. 3.26 to Fig. 3.27. Fig. 3.26a and Fig. 3.26b show that
the conﬁguration of the UAV for the h-closed-loop goes outside the admissible set (the
grey shaded area), i.e. x ≤ 0, while that for the s-closed-loop remains in the admissible
set Pa. Note that the projections of the trajectories of the h-closed-loop system and of
the s-closed-loop system in the x− z and y− z plane do not overlap with each other in the
beginning because the system states entersRd where u f is active at the initial point. Fig. 3.27
displays the time histories of the bounded shared-control inputs us and of the state variables.
It clearly shows that the input signals vs, ω1s and ω2s are continuous and smooth functions
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Fig. 3.29 Time histories of the variable x, y, z, θ , φ , v, ω1 and ω2 for the h-closed-loop
system (red, dash-dotted) and the s-closed-loop system (green, dashed).
and equal to vh, ω1h and ω2h, respectively, except for the time instants when the state of the
system enters the dangerous subset Rd .
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Consider the system (3.28), again with the samePa deﬁned by (3.41), and the same h-control.
Suppose that the UAV has to track a straight line deﬁned by
pd(t) = [2− 0.1√
3
t,2− 0.1√
3
t,2− 0.1√
3
t]T .
The projections of the UAV paths in the x− y, the x− z and the y− z plane of the h-closed-
loop and s-closed-loop are displayed by the red, dotted curve and green, solid curve in
Fig. 3.28. The UAV stops at the bound of Pa, i.e. the point (x,y,z) = (0,0,0), with the
shared-control, while that with the manual control remains moving against the boundary at a
constant speed and enters the non-admissible region (gray, shaded area). Fig. 3.29, depicting
the time histories of the inputs and state variables, shows that the state variables x,y and z
of the s-closed-loop system remains zero when t ≥ 30 and the input vs(t) = 0 for all t ≥ 30.
This is consistent with the fact that the conﬁguration of the s-closed-loop system remains at
(x,y,z) = (0,0,0) for all t ≥ 30.
3.7 Conclusions
We have developed a solution to the shared-control problem for the kinematic model and the
dynamic model of a mobile robot without the knowledge of its absolute position. During the
analysis we regard the robot as a point mass, yet the experimental results demonstrate that
the shared-control algorithm suits a real robot and is effective in ensuring the safety of the
closed-loop system. A hysteresis switch is built to integrate the human input and the feedback
control input. The shared-control algorithm is developed for general admissible conﬁguration
sets (i.e. either static or dynamic) with the assumption that dd is continuous. Both simulation
results and experimental ones, with a Pioneer 3-AT robot, show the effectiveness of the
shared-control law. Finally, we have applied the shared-control scheme to a UAV operating
in the three-dimensional space with measurements of the absolute positions in an admissible
conﬁguration set deﬁned by a group of linear inequalities. We have provided two numerical
examples to illustrate the effectiveness of the shared-controller.

Chapter 4
Robust Shared-Control for Rear-Wheel
Dirve Cars
4.1 Introduction
This chapter studies the shared-control problem for the kinematic model of a group of
rear-wheel drive cars in a static (i.e. time-invariant) and in a dynamic (i.e. time-varying) envi-
ronment. The properties of the closed-loop system with the shared-controller are established
in Section 4.3.2 (with measurements of absolute positions) and Section 4.5.2 (without mea-
surements of absolute positions), respectively. We also consider uncertainties in the dynamics
and prove that the shared-controller is able to help the driver drive safely in the presence
of bounded additive disturbances. Four case studies to illustrate how the shared-control
works in different scenarios and to show the effectiveness of the shared-control algorithm are
presented in Section 4.6. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.7.
With the popularity of vehicles, many people rely on cars for traveling, shopping and to
commute to work. Nowadays, even though we have many modes of transport, such as high
speed rails, undergrounds and aircrafts, cars are still the core means for short journeys. In
2013, it is estimated that 74 per cent of all adults aged more than 17 in England hold a car
driving license [27]. Furthermore, more than 70 million cars have been sold in 2014 and
the market increases year by year [39]. Unfortunately, along with the increased use of the
automobile, the road trafﬁc accidents caused by cars are a major cause of fatalities [WHO].
This shows a deﬁnite need for the development of automobiles that would help people drive
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safely: the enhancement of road safety becomes a critical issue not only for governments,
but also for car producers and researchers [70].
There are two typical ways to increase the safety of the vehicle. One is named “passive
safety”, such as seat belts, air bags and passenger safety cells. These equipments are used
to reduce the effects of accidents. The other safety system is termed “active safety”: this
helps avoid accidents, such as the anti-lock braking system. It is obvious that active safety
systems are preferable and more desirable. However, they are more difﬁcult to design and
implement. That is why the design of an actively safe controller for cars has attracted
researchers’ attentions in recent years. In this chapter constraints on system states are used to
describe safe operations of a car.
Various methods have been used to control a car, such as fuzzy logic controls [7, 42, 63],
sliding mode [37, 44, 117], PID control [104] and machine learning [30, 67]. Some of
the works also combine several methods together. For example [53] has introduced an
algorithm based on fuzzy network logic and adaptive controller to control a vehicle, while
[1] has utilized fuzzy logic together with PID controllers to navigate a car-like mobile robot.
The obstacle avoidance problem for vehicles has been studied in [43], where decentralized
collision avoidance algorithms based on a switching strategy have been presented. Yet,
systems controlled with this algorithm may undergo oscillations. Another auto-driving
scheme is made up of two steps: ﬁnding out the pool of all safe behaviours and then picking
the most appropriate one from that pool based on the optimization of a cost function [35],
which may involve a large amount of computation as mentioned in Section 1.2. Emergency
stop is another effective way to avoid collisions [24], but the overall system stops rather than
tracking a given trajectory safely.
The design of the controller becomes even more complicated when taking the human driver
into consideration. The paper [3] has introduced a shared controller, based on the “active
area” where the vehicle is allowed to drive, to combine the driver and the local controller.
Systems controlled with this algorithm may suffer from oscillations and the vehicle may not
be able to approach obstacles. Another common way to deal with the shared-control problem
is to let the human operator supervise the operation and take critical decisions in high risk
situations [33, 99]. This chapter focuses on how to design a shared-controller for a rear wheel
drive car to help the driver drive safely and correct his/her “dangerous” behaviours.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 the shared-control problem for the
kinematic model of a rear wheel drive car is formulated. The design of the shared-controller
with and without the knowledge of absolute positions are given in Sections 4.3 and 4.5,
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Fig. 4.1 Kinematic Model of a Rear Wheel Drive Car.
respectively. The formal properties of the closed-loop systems in both cases are also presented.
To deal with system uncertainties, Section 4.4 studies the system dynamics in the presence of
bounded disturbances. In addition, Section 4.6 discusses four case studies to illustrate how
the shared-control algorithm works in realistic scenarios. Finally, conclusions are given in
Section 4.7.
4.2 Problem Formulation
Fig. 4.1 shows the model of the car, the dynamics of which are described by the equations
x˙= vs cosθ ,
y˙= vs sinθ ,
θ˙ =
vs tanφ
l
,
φ˙ = ωs,
(4.1)
where (x,y) denotes the Cartesian coordinates of the middle of the rear-axle, θ is the heading
angle of the car, φ represents the wheel angle between the front-wheel and the heading
direction of the car, l is the distance between the middle of the rear-axle and that of the
front-axle, vs and ωs are the shared-control inputs of the system, describing the linear velocity
of the car and the angular velocity of the front wheels, respectively.
As detailed in Section 4.5, if the absolute positions are not measurable we could measure
distance to the obstacles along (i.e. d1) and orthogonal to (i.e. d2 deﬁned by the equation
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Fig. 4.2 Deﬁnitions of d1,d2l,d2r,θe and φ (dashed region: unfeasible region, vr: reference
forward velocity, θr: reference forward angle, vs: actual forward velocity).
(3.3)) the direction of vr, the distance to the obstacle along the direction of vh (i.e. D), the
difference between the real and the reference heading angle (i.e. θe = θ −θr) and the angle
between the forward direction and the front wheels φ (see Fig. 4.2).
Deﬁnition 8. Similarly to Chapters 2 and 3, we use the name s-closed-loop to denote the
closed-loop system described by (1) with the shared-control input us = [vs,ωs]T and the
name h-closed-loop to denote the closed-loop system controlled by the human operator
uh = [vh,ωh]T alone, i.e.
x˙= vh cosθ ,
y˙= vh sinθ ,
θ˙ =
vh tanφ
l
,
φ˙ = ωh.
Note that vh and ωh are the driver-set forward velocity of the car and angular velocity of the
front wheels, respectively.
Let Pa(t)⊂ R2 be a dynamic, closed and compact set describing the admissible Cartesian
conﬁgurations for the system (4.1) and uh a given h-control. The shared-control problem for
the kinematic model of a rear wheel driving car can be formulated as follows.
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Given the system (4.1), an admissible conﬁguration set Pa(t) and an h-control, ﬁnd (if
possible)
• a feedback controller u f = [v f ,ω f ]T ;
• a sharing function k;
• a safe set Rs(vh, t)Pa(t)×Hs×As ⊂Pa(t)×H ×A R(vh, t);
where H (Hs) and A (As) are the set of heading angles (safe heading angles) and wheel
angles (safe wheel angles), respectively, such that the s-closed-loop system has the following
properties.
P1) (x(t),y(t)) ∈Pa(t) for all t ≥ 0.
P2) Let Ωs and Ωh be the Ω-limit set of the s-closed-loop and h-closed-loop, respectively.
Then
Ωs =
⎧⎨
⎩
Ωh if Ωh ⊂Rs(vh, t),
ΠRs(Ωh) if Ωh ⊂Rs(vh, t),
where ΠRs(Ωh) is the projection of Ωh into the set Rs(vh, t), which will be deﬁned
in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.5.1 for the cases in which absolute positions are and are not
measurable, respectively.
P3) us(t) = uh(t) for all t such that the state of the closed-loop system belongs to Rs(vh, t).
Note that for any ﬁxed vh and any (x,y) ∈Pa, the sets of safe heading angles and safe wheel
angles, i.e. Hs and As, are the sets of all possible heading angles and front-wheel angles
such that the car is unable to hit the boundary of Pa within a short time interval.
Assumption 7. The projection of the car in the (x,y)-plane is a rectangle with length l and
width w, where l denotes the distance between the middle of the front-axle and that of the
rear-axle and w denotes the distances between the centers of the two rear wheels (or the
centers of the two front wheels).
Assumption 8. In the case in which absolute positioning is not available, we assume that
the functions dd(t) = [dd1(t);dd2(t)]T , representing the desired distances to the relative
obstacles (the obstacles along and orthogonal to the direction of vr), are continuous.
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Assumption 9. The admissible Cartesian conﬁguration set for the car is non-empty, i.e.
Pa(t) = /0 for all t ≥ 0.
The above assumptions hold for the rest of this chapter.
4.3 Design of the Shared-Control with Measurements of
Absolute Positions
In this section we give a solution to the shared-control problem stated in Section 4.2 in the
case in which Pa is deﬁned by a group of linear inequalities given by
Pa = {p ∈ R2 |Sp+T ≤ 0}, (4.2)
where p = [x,y]T , S = [sT1 ,s
T
2 , . . . ,s
T
m]
T ∈ Rm×2 and T = [t1, t2, . . . , tm]T ∈ Rm. In addition,
we assume that the matrix S and the vector T satisfy Assumption 3 in Chapter 2 for the case
n= 2.
4.3.1 Design of the Feedback Control
This section discusses the design of the feedback controller for the system (4.1) under the
assumption that m= 2. This is without loss of generality, as detailed in Section 2.2. Recall
also that we need to design Nc ≤
(m
2
)
feedback controllers, each related to one group of active
constraints. Consider the ith group of constraints
qi = Sip+T i ≤ 0,
where p= [x,y]T , Si = [si1
T
,si2
T
]T ∈ R2×2 and T = [ti1, ti2]T ∈ R2.
To remove the constraint on qi we deﬁne new coordinates zi = [zi1,z
i
2]
T , as
zij = log
qij
qir j
, (4.3)
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for j ∈ {1,2}, where qir j is the reference trajectory relative to qij and is deﬁned as
qir j =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
qid, if q
i
d j ≤ (1−
√
2
2 )r− ε,
−ε, if qid j ≥ (
√
2−1)r− ε,
−(r+ ε)+
√
r2− [(√2−1)r− ε−qid j ]2, otherwise ,
(4.4)
for j ∈ {1,2}, where r is a positive constant, qid = [qid1 ,qid2 ]T = Sipd +T i and pd describes
the desired trajectory in the space P . In the trajectory tracking case, the feedback controller
and the driver share the same information on the reference signal, i.e. qid is known to the
feedback controller. On the other hand, in the free-driving case, i.e. no given trajectory to
track, qid(t) is calculated from uh(t). In other words, the human behaviour is regarded as the
reference behaviour by the feedback controller. Note that qir j is a smooth function taking
only negative values. Using qir, the signals p
i
r, α ir, vir, θ ir, φ ir and ω ir are deﬁned as1
pir = S
i−1(qir−T i), α ir = Si−1q˙ir,
vir =
√
α ir1
2+α ir2
2, θ ir = atg(α ir2 ,α
i
r1),
φ ir = atan(
θ˙ irl
vir
), ω ir = φ˙ ir.
(4.5)
Let (pd,θd,φd) ∈Ωh and deﬁne the projection of (pd,θd,φd) into Rs(vh) relative to the ith
group of active constraints, i.e. ΠiRs(pd,θd,φd), as
ΠiRs(pd,θd,φd) = (p
i
r,θ
i
r,φ
i
r),
where (pir,θ ir,φ ir) is given by (4.5). Then the projection of Ωh into Rs(vh) relative to the ith
group of constraints is deﬁned by
ΠiRs(Ωh) = {s ∈Rs|s=ΠiRs(pd,θd,φd)},
for all (pd,θd,φd) ∈Ωh.
1The deﬁnition of the function atg(·) is given in Deﬁnition 6. In addition, the function atan used here is the
two-quadrant arctan function because |φ |< π2 , as proved later in Proposition 3.
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With the use of the new variable zi, system (4.1) with feedback controller u f = [v f ,ω f ]T can
be rewritten as
z˙i1 =
vif cosθ
i
ez
i
1qir1
− v
i
r cosθ ir
qir1
,
z˙i2 =
vif cosθ
i
ez
i
2qir2
− v
i
r cosθ ir
qir2
,
θ˙ i =
vif tanφ
i
l
,
φ˙ i =ω if .
(4.6)
Let
θ i∗ = atg(ez
i
2(vir sinθ
i
r − γ2zi2),ez
i
1(vir cosθ
i
r − γ1zi1)),
φ i∗ = atg
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
l
zi1
ez
i
1qir1
sin
θ +θ i∗
2
sinc
θ −θ i∗
2
+
θ i∗l
vif
−l z
i
2
ez
i
2qir2
cos
θ +θ i∗
2
sinc
θ −θ i∗
2
,1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
where γ1 > 0 and γ2 > 0.
Consider the ith Lyapunov function candidate Li(zi1,z
i
2,θ
i,φ i) given by
Li(zi1,z
i
2,θ
i,φ i) =
1
2
{
zi1
2
+ zi2
2
+(θ i−θ i∗)2+(tanφ i− tanφ i∗)2
}
, (4.7)
and choose uif = [v
i
f ,ω
i
f ]
T such that Li < 0 for all (zi1,z
i
2,θ
i,φ i) ≡ (0,0,θ i∗,φ i∗). One such
a choice is given by
vif =
√
e2z
i
1(vir cosθ ir − γ1zi1)2+ e2z
i
2(vir sinθ ir − γ2zi2)2,
ω if = cos
2φ i
[
−v(θ
i−θ i∗)
l
+
φ˙ i∗
cos2φ i∗
− γ3(tanφ − tanφ i∗)
]
,
(4.8)
where γ3 > 0, which yields
L˙i = γ1
zi1
2
qir1
+ γ2
zi2
2
qir2
− γ3(tanφ − tanφ∗)2 ≤ 0.
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The feedback control input uif = [v
i
f ,ω
i
f ]
T given in (4.8) can be pushed back into the (p,θ ,φ)
coordinates yielding
vif =
√
(
qi1
qir1
)2(vir cosθ
i
r − γ1log
qi1
qir1
)2+(
qi2
qir2
)2(vir sinθ
i
r − γ2log
qi2
qir2
)2,
ω if = cos
2φ i
[
−v(θ
i−θ i∗)
l
+
φ˙ i∗
cos2φ i∗
− γ3(tanφ − tanφ i∗)
]
,
(4.9)
where
φ i∗ =atg
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
l
log q
i
1
qir1
qi1
sin
θ +θ i∗
2
sinc
θ −θ i∗
2
+
θ i∗l
vif
−l
log q
i
2
qir2
qi2
cos
θ +θ i∗
2
sinc
θ −θ i∗
2
,1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
θ i∗ =atg
(
qi2
qir2
(vir cosθ
i
r − γ2log
qi2
qir2
),
qi1
qir1
(vir cosθ
i
r − γ1log
qi1
qir1
)
)
,
(4.10)
and qij = s
i
j p+ t
i
j, q
i
r j = s
i
j pr+ t
i
j, for all j ∈ {1,2}.
4.3.2 Shared-Control Algorithm
Relative to each given h-control uh and ith group of constraints, the set R can be divided into
three subsets R˜s, R˜h and R˜d by the equations
R˜is(vh) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(qi,θ i,φ i) ∈Qia×S×A : mj ≤
1
qij+b2
− 1
b2
if qij ≥−b2 for all j ∈ {1,2}
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ ,
R˜ih(vh) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(qi,θ i,φ i) ∈Qia×S×A : ∃ j ∈ {1,2} such that mj >
1
qij+b2
− 1
b2
and qij ≥−b2
and mj <
1
qik+b1
− 1
b1
if qik ≥−b1
for all k ∈ {1,2}
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
,
(4.11a)
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R˜id(vh) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(qi,θ i,φ i) ∈Qia×S×A : ∃ j ∈ {1,2} such that mj ≥
1
qij+b1
− 1
b1
and −b1 ≤ qij < 0
or ∃ j ∈ {1,2} such that mj > 1qij+b1
− 1
b1
and qij = 0
or ∀ j ∈ {1,2} such that qij = mj = 0
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
,
(4.11b)
where mj = sij[cosθ
i,sinθ i]T vh, Qia = SiPa+T i, and the parameters b2 > b1 > 0 are user-
selected. Note that this deﬁnition is given in the (qi,θ i,φ i) coordinates and can be translated
to the (x,y,θ ,φ) coordinates by the relations
Ris(vh) = diag(S
i−1, I)(R˜is− col(Ti,0)),
Rih(vh) = diag(S
i−1, I)(R˜ih− col(Ti,0)),
Rid(vh) = diag(S
i−1, I)(R˜id− col(Ti,0)).
Note that the subsets Ris(vh), R
i
h(vh) and R
i
d(vh) have the same properties as those given in
Section 2.3.
The sharing function relative to the ith group of constraints ki can now be deﬁned as2
ki(p,θ ,φ ,vh, t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, (p,θ ,φ ,vh) ∈Rid and Li =
Inc
min
j=I1
L j,
li(x,y,z,θ ,φ ,vh, t), (p,θ ,φ ,vh) ∈Rih,
1, otherwise,
(4.12)
with
li(p,θ ,φ ,vh, t) =
{
0, if ki(t−) = 0,
1, if ki(t−) = 1.
Finally, the shared-control input is given as
us(p,θ ,φ ,vh) =
Nc
∑
i=1
[(1− ki(p,θ ,vh))uif (p,θ ,φ , pr,θr,αr)]+
(
Nc
min
i=1
ki(p,θ ,vh)
)
uh.
(4.13)
2Note that, similarly to (2.15), I1, I2, . . . , Inc groups of constraints are active at the time instant t where
Ii ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nc}, for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,nc}, and Lj is deﬁned in equation (4.7).
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Proposition 2. Consider the kinematic model of the rear-wheel drive car (4.1) with the
shared-control input (4.9)-(4.12)-(4.13). Let Pa be a given closed, connected, admissible
conﬁguration set deﬁned by (4.2) and uh be a given h-control. Assume (x(0),y(0)) ∈Pa.
Then there exist positive constants γ1,γ2,γ3 and b2 > b1 > 0 such that the s-closed-loop
system has the following properties.
(1) (x(t),y(t)) ∈Pa for all t ≥ 0.
(2) Ωs =ΠRs(Ωh).
(3) us(t) = uh(t) for all t ≥ 0 such that (p(t),θ(t),φ(t)) ∈Rs(vh(t))\Rd(vh(t)).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, hence omitted.
Proposition 3. Consider the system (4.1) with the shared-control input (4.9)-(4.12)-(4.13).
Suppose φ(0) ∈ (−π2 , π2 ). Then |φ(t)|< π2 for all t ≥ 0.
Proof. The claim can be proved by contradiction. To begin with, note that φ i∗(t) ∈ (−π2 , π2 ),
according to its deﬁnition given by (4.10), for all t ≥ 0 and φ(0) ∈ (−π2 , π2 ). Suppose
that there exists t˜ such that φ(t˜) ∈ (−π2 , π2 ), then there exists tˆ such that φ(tˆ) = −π2 or
φ(tˆ) = π2 . Without loss of generality, we assume φ(tˆ) = π/2. Therefore, tanφ(tˆ) = +∞ and
Li(tˆ)≥ (tanφ(tˆ)− tanφ i∗(tˆ))2 =+∞ which contradicts the fact that Li(tˆ)<+∞, hence the
claim.
4.4 Disturbance Rejections
The model studied in Section 4.3 does not include any uncertainty. To deal with this issue we
consider additive disturbances and provide a solution to the underlying robust shared-control
problem.
The dynamics of the kinematic model of a rear-wheel drive car with disturbances can be
written as
x˙= vs cosθ +dx,
y˙= vs sinθ +dy,
θ˙ =
vs tanφ
l
+dθ ,
φ˙ = ωs+dφ ,
(4.14)
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x
bth(x)
β
2η ln
β+1
β−1
− β2η ln β+1β−1
1
−1
β
−β
Fig. 4.3 Graph of the function bth(x) given by Deﬁnition 9.
where dx, dy, dθ and dφ are disturbances on the dynamics of x, y, θ and φ , respectively.
Assumption 10. The disturbances are bounded, i.e. |dx| ≤ d1, |dy| ≤ d2, |dθ | ≤ d3 and
|dφ | ≤ d4, where d1, d2, d3 and d4 are positive constants known to the users.
We assume that Assumption 10 holds for the rest of this section.
With the use of the variable zi given in (4.3), system (4.14) with the feedback controller
uif = [v
i
f ,ω
i
f ]
T can be written as
z˙i1 =
si11(v
i
f cosθ +dx)+ s
i
12(v
i
f sinθ +dy)
ez
i
1qir1
− q
i
r1
qir1
,
z˙i2 =
si21(v
i
f cosθ +dx)+ s
i
22(v
i
f sinθ +dy)
ez
i
2qir2
− q
i
r2
qir2
,
θ˙ =
vif tanφ
l
+dθ ,
φ˙ =ω if +dφ ,
(4.15)
where qir is deﬁned by (4.4) and S
i = [si1
T
,si2
T
]T with si1 = [s
i
11,s
i
12] and s
i
2 = [s
i
21,s
i
22].
Deﬁnition 9. The function bth(x) is deﬁned as bth(x) = β tanh(
ηx
β
), where η > 0 and β > 1
are user selected parameters.
According to Deﬁnition 9 the function bth(x) is a monotonic odd function as displayed in
Figure 4.3. In addition, bth( β2η ln
β+1
β−1) = 1. Note that
β
2η ln
β+1
β−1 > 0 and its value can be
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made sufﬁciently small by choosing values of β and η . Finally, limx→∞ bth(x) = β and
limx→−∞ bth(x) =−β .
Let
tanφ i∗ =
l
vif
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
θ˙ i∗ −bth(θ −θ i∗)d3− γ3(θ −θ i∗)
+
zi1v
i
f s
i
11
qir1e
zi1
sin
θ +θ i∗
2
sinc
θ +θ i∗
2
−z
i
1v
i
f s
i
12
qir1e
zi1
cos
θ +θ i∗
2
sinc
θ +θ i∗
2
+
zi2v
i
f s
i
21
qir2e
zi2
sin
θ +θ i∗
2
sinc
θ +θ i∗
2
−z
i
2v
i
f s
i
22
qir2e
zi2
cos
θ +θ i∗
2
sinc
θ +θ i∗
2
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
Si
[
vif cosθ
i∗
vif sinθ
i∗
]
=
[
si11bth(s
i
11z
i
1)d1+ s
i
12bth(s
i
12z
i
1)d2+ e
zi1(q˙ir1 − γ1qir1zi1)
si21bth(s
i
21z
i
2)d1+ s
i
22bth(s
i
12z
i
2)d2+ e
zi2(q˙ir2 − γ2qir2zi2)
]
=
[
α
ζ
]
,
(4.16)
where γ1 and γ2 are two positive constants, the value of which is chosen by the user. Since Si
is invertible, we deﬁne [qi1,q
i
2]
T = (Si)−1[α,ζ ]T . Then it is trivial to calculate vif as
vif =
√
(qi1)
2+(qi2)
2, θ i∗ = atg(qi2,q
i
1). (4.17)
Consider the Lyapunov function candidate relative to the ith group of constraints given by
(4.7) with θ i∗ and tanφ i∗ given by (4.17) and (4.16), respectively. Then the derivative of Li
is calculated as
L˙i =
zi1
qir1
{s
i
11[v
i
f cosθ
i∗ −bth(si11zi1)d1]+ si12[vif sinθ i∗ −bth(si12zi1)d2]
ez
i
1
− q˙ir1}
+
zi2
qir2
{s
i
21[v
i
f cosθ
i∗ −bth(si21zi2)d1]+ si22[vif sinθ i∗ −bth(si22zi2)d2]
ez
i
2
− q˙ir2}
+
zi1v
i
f s
i
11
qir1e
zi1
(cosθ − cosθ i∗)+ z
i
1v
i
f s
i
12
qir1e
zi1
(sinθ − sinθ i∗)+A
+
zi2v
i
f s
i
21
qir2e
zi2
(cosθ − cosθ i∗)+ z
i
2v
i
f s
i
22
qir2e
zi2
(sinθ − sinθ i∗)+B
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+(θ −θ i∗)(v
i
f tanφ
l
+dθ − θ˙ i∗)+(tanφ − tanφ i∗)(
ω if +dφ
cos2φ
− φ˙
i∗
cos2φ i∗
)
=− γ1(zi1)2− γ2(zi2)2− γ3(θ −θ i∗)2+A+B+C
+(tanφ − tanφ i∗)[ω
i
f +dφ
cos2φ
− φ˙
i∗
cos2φ i∗
+
vif
l
(θ −θ i∗)]
≤(tanφ − tanφ i∗)[ω
i
f + sign(tanφ − tanφ i∗)d4
cos2φ
− φ˙
i∗
cos2φ i∗
+
vif
l
(θ −θ i∗)]− γ1(zi1)2
− γ2(zi2)2− γ3(θ −θ i∗)2+A+B+C,
where
A=
si11z
i
1
qir1e
zi1
[dx+bth(si11z
i
1)d1]+
si12z
i
1
qir1e
zi1
[dy+bth(si12z
i
1)d2],
B=
si21z
i
2
qir2e
zi2
[dx+bth(si21z
i
1)d1]+
si22z
i
2
qir2e
zi2
[dy+bth(si22z
i
1)d2],
C =(θ −θ i∗)[dθ −bth(θ −θ i∗)d3].
Select ω if such that
(tanφ − tanφ i∗)[ω
i
f + sign(tanφ − tanφ i∗)d4
cos2φ
− φ˙
i∗
cos2φ i∗
+
vif
l
(θ −θ i∗)]< 0,
for all tanφ = tanφ i∗. One such a choice is given by
ω if = cos
2φ [
φ˙ i∗
cos2φ i∗
− γ4(tanφ − tanφ i∗)−
vif
l
(θ −θ i∗)]− sign(tanφ − tanφ i∗)d4,
(4.18)
where γ4 > 0, which yields
L˙i ≤−γ1(zi1)2− γ2(zi2)2− γ3(θ −θ i∗)2− γ4(tanφ − tanφ i∗)2+A+B+C. (4.19)
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The next step is to prove that the terms A,B and C are upper bounded, which is done as
follows. If |si11zi1| ≥
β
2η
ln
β +1
β −1, then
si11z
i
1
qir1e
zi1
[dx+bth(si11z
i
1)d1]≤ 0. Otherwise,
si11z
i
1
qir1e
zi1
[dx+bth(si11z
i
1)d1]≤
si11z
i
1
qir1e
zi1
dx ≤−|s
i
11|
qir1
β
2η |si11|
ln
β +1
β −1
β −1
β +1
e
β
2η |si11|
d1
<− βd1
2ηqri1
ln
β +1
β −1e
−
β
2η |si11| .
Therefore
A≤− β
2ηqir1
ln
β +1
β −1(d1e
−
β
2η |si11| +d2e
−
β
2η |si12| ) =M1,
B≤− β
2ηqir2
ln
β +1
β −1(d1e
−
β
2η |si21| +d2e
−
β
2η |si22| ) =M2,
C ≤βd3
2η
ln
β +1
β −1 =M3.
Let M =M1+M2+M3, then (4.19) indicates that
L˙i ≤−γ1(zi1)2− γ2(zi2)2− γ3(θ −θ i∗)2− γ4(tanφ − tanφ i∗)2+M.
Let γ = min{γ1,γ2,γ3,γ4}, then
L˙i ≤−γ[(zi1)2+(zi2)2+(θ −θ i∗)2+(tanφ − tanφ i∗)2]+M =−γ(Li−
M
γ
),
yielding limt→∞(Li− Mγ ) = 0. Therefore
lim
t→∞ |z
i
1| ≤
√
M
γγ1
, lim
t→∞ |z
i
2| ≤
√
M
γγ2
, lim
t→∞ |θ −θ
i∗|<
√
M
γγ3
lim
t→∞ | tanφ − tanφ
i∗|<
√
M
γγ4
(4.20)
The discussion in this section is summarized in the following statement.
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Proposition 4. Consider the system (4.14) controlled by the feedback controller (4.17)-(4.18)
with qir, θ i∗ and tanφ i∗ given by (4.4), (4.17) and (4.16), respectively. Suppose the admissible
Cartesian conﬁguration set of the car Pa is described by (4.2) and (x(0),y(0)) ∈Pa. Then
the closed-loop system has the following properties.
• (x(t),y(t)) ∈Pa for all t ≥ 0.
• Deﬁne the tracking errors as ei(t) = [ei1(t),e
i
2(t)]
T with
ei1(t) =
∣∣∣∣| qi1(t)qir1(t) |−1
∣∣∣∣ , ei2(t) =
∣∣∣∣| qi2(t)qir2(t) |−1
∣∣∣∣ .
Then lim
t→∞e
i(t) is bounded. In addition, the bound can be controlled by tuning the
parameters γ1,γ2,γ3,γ4,β and η of the feedback controller.
Proof. According to the deﬁnition of zi given in (4.3), qij(t)< 0 for all t ≥ 0 and j ∈ {1,2}.
This implies the ﬁrst claim.
Consider the Lyapunov function (4.7) and note that (4.20) holds. This implies
e
−
√√√√ M
γγ1 ≤ q
i
1
qir1
≤ e
√√√√ M
γγ1 ,
yielding
ei1(t)≤ min
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
e
√
M
γγ1 −1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1− e
−
√
M
γγ1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Hence, the second statement holds.
4.5 Design of the Shared-Control for Dynamic Environ-
ments
In this section we give a solution to the shared-control problem stated in Section 4.2 in
the case in which the admissible Cartesian conﬁguration set of the system is time-varying.
This is done without measurements of absolute positions and relies on two steps: design the
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feedback controller in Section 4.5.1, and deﬁne how the control authority is shared between
the driver and the feedback controller, in Section 4.5.2.
4.5.1 Design of the Feedback Control
Consistently to Section 3.3, without loss of generality, we study the case in which d2 = d2l .
Therefore, the dynamics of the closed-loop system controlled by the feedback controller can
be described by the equations
d˙1 =− v f cosθe,
d˙2 =− v f sinθe,
θ˙e =
v f tanφ − vr tanφr
l
,
φ˙ = ω f .
(4.21)
Then the position constraints (x(t),y(t)) ∈Pa(t) can be rewritten as
di(t)≥ d˜i, (4.22)
where d˜i is a positive constant for all i ∈ {1,2}. As stated in Assumption 7, the car can be
regarded as a rectangle with length l and width w. Hence, one feasible choice for d˜1 and d˜2
is d˜1 = d˜2 =
√
l2+(w2 )
2.
To remove the constraints on d1 and d2, deﬁne the variable z= [z1,z2]T as
zi = log
di− d˜i
dri − d˜i
, (4.23)
for all i = 1,2, where dr1 and dr2 describe the reference trajectory for the state d1 and d2,
respectively, and are deﬁned as
dri =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
ddi , if ddi ≥ (1−
√
2
2 )r+ ε+ d˜i,
ε+ d˜i, if ddi ≤ (1−
√
2)r+ ε+ d˜i,
mi, otherwise ,
(4.24)
for i ∈ {1,2}, with mi = r+ ε + d˜i −
√
r2− [(√2−1)r− ε+ddi − d˜i]2 and a sufﬁciently
small positive constant ε . From the deﬁnition of dr given in (4.24), it is obvious that dri is a
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smooth function with all values larger than d˜i for i ∈ {1,2}. Therefore, d˙r1 exists and
vr =−d˙r1 . (4.25)
Since absolute positions are not available, we deﬁne the safe subset Rs in the (d1,d2,θe,φ)
coordinates. Consider any point (dd1 ,dd2 ,θd,φd) in the Ω-limit set of the h-closed-loop
system, i.e. (dd1 ,dd2 ,θd,φd) ∈Ωh, then the projection of it into the safe subset Rs is deﬁned
as
ΠRs(dd1 ,dd2 ,θd,φd) = (dr1 ,dr2 ,θd,φd),
where dr1 and dr2 are deﬁned by (4.24). Hence, the projection ofΩh into the set Rs is deﬁned
by
ΠRs(Ωh) =
{
s ∈Rs
∣∣s=ΠRs(dd1 ,dd2 ,θd,φd), ∀(dd1 ,dd2 ,θd,φd) ∈Ωh} .
Using the variable z, system (4.21) can be rewritten as
z˙1 =
vr
dr1 − d˜1
− v f cosθe
d1− d˜1
,
z˙2 =− v f sinθe
d2− d˜2
,
θ˙e =
v f tanφ − vr tanφr
l
,
φ˙ = ω f .
Let3
θ ∗e = atg(γ2(d2− d˜2)z2,(d1− d˜1)(
vr
dr1 − d˜1
+ γ1z1)),
α =
√
(γ2(d2− d˜2)z2)2+[(d1− d˜1)( vr
dr1 − d˜1
+ γ1z1)]2,
φ∗ = atan
⎛
⎜⎝
lz2
d2− d˜2
cos
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
− lz1
d1− d˜1
sin
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
+
vr tanφr
α
+
lθ˙ ∗e
α
,1
⎞
⎟⎠ ,
where γ1 and γ2 are user-selected positive constants.
3 We use the two quadrant arctan function ‘atan’ to ﬁnd the value of φ ∗ because |φ ∗|< π2 . The proof of it is
similar to that of Proposition 3.
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Consider the Lyapunov function candidate
L(z1,z2,θe,φ , t) =
1
2
[
z21+ z
2
2+(θe−θ ∗e )2+(tanφ − tanφ∗)2
]
, (4.26)
and select v f andω f such that L˙(t)≤ 0 for all t ≥ 0 and such that L˙≡ 0 implies (z1,z2,θe,φ)=
(0,0,θ ∗e ,φ∗). One such a choice is given by
v f =α ,
ω f = cos2φ
[
φ˙∗
cos2φ∗
− v(θe−θ
∗
e )
l
− γ3(tanφ − tanφ∗)
]
,
(4.27)
where γ3 > 0, yielding
L˙=−γ1z21− γ2z22− γ3(tanφ − tanφ∗)2 ≤ 0.
The signals v f and ω f given in (4.27) can be transformed into the (d1,d2,θe,φ) coordinates
by
v f =
√
(d1− d˜1)2( vr
dr1 − d˜1
+ γ1log
d1− d˜1
dr1 − d˜1
)2+ γ22 (d2− d˜2)2log2
d2− d˜2
dr2 − d˜2
,
ω f = cos2φ
[
φ˙∗
cos2φ∗
− v(θe−θ
∗
e )
l
− γ3(tanφ − tanφ∗)
]
,
(4.28)
where
θ ∗e =atg
(
γ2(d2− d˜2)log d2− d˜2
dr2 − d˜2
,(d1− d˜1)( vr
dr1 − d˜1
+ γ1log
d1− d˜1
dr1 − d˜1
)
)
,
φ∗ = atan
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
l
d2− d˜2
log
d2− d˜2
dr2 − d˜2
cos
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
+
vr tanφr
v f
+
lθ˙ ∗e
v f
− l
d1− d˜1
log
d1− d˜1
dr1 − d˜1
sin
θe+θ ∗e
2
sinc
θe−θ ∗e
2
,1
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,
and dr = [dr1 ,dr2 ]
T is given by (4.24).
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4.5.2 Shared-Control Algorithm
The overall state space can be divided into three subspaces: the safe subset Rs, the hysteresis
subset Rh and the dangerous subset Rd based on the distance and the velocity toward the
boundary of the admissible conﬁguration set. The deﬁnitions of these three subsets are similar
to that given in (3.13) except for that the sets are four dimensional, i.e. (d1,d2,θe+θr,φ) ∈
R
+×R+×S×S. Then the sharing function k can also be deﬁned similarly to (3.14). Finally,
the overall shared-control input us = [vs,ωs]T is given by
us = (1− k(D,vh))u f (d,dr,θe,φ ,vr)+ k(D,vh)uh. (4.29)
Proposition 5. Consider the kinematic model of a rear-wheel driving car (4.21) with the
shared-control input given by (3.14)-(4.28)-(4.29). Assume the initial condition is feasible,
i.e. (x(0),y(0)) ∈Pa(0), d1(0)> d˜1 and d2(0)> d˜2, and uh is a given h-control. Then there
exist constants γi > 0, for i ∈ {1,2,3}, such that the closed-loop system has the following
properties.
1) d1(t)> d˜1 and d2(t)> d˜2 for all t ≥ 0;
2) Ωs =ΠRs(Ωh);
3) us(t) = uh(t) for all t such that (d1(t),d2(t),θ(t),φ(t)) ∈Rs;
4) the feedback control input u f is bounded.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3, hence it is omitted.
Remark 5. If the driver wants to park the car on the road, the smallest distance from the
edge of the car to the curb is ε , where ε is a small positive number. However, according to
the previous setting, i.e. d˜1 = d˜2 =
√
l2+(w2 )
2, it is unable to park the car next to the curb
to minimize the obstruction to other road users. The issue can easily be solved by changing
the values of d˜1 and d˜2 to l and w2 , respectively when θe is close to 0.
Remark 6. The discussion is focused on how to control a single rear-wheel drive car.
However, the real road environment is much more complicated since multiple cars are
involved. If there are several controlled-cars involved in a situation (such as the circumstance
discussed in the last case study), then decisions made by the shared-controllers of these
vehicles may have conﬂicts with each other. In such a case the priority is determined by trafﬁc
rules. For instance, cars turning right should give way to oncoming trafﬁc and automobiles
coming from the side roads should give way to existing trafﬁc on the main road.
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4.6 Case Studies
This section discusses four case studies: two overtaking cars, one car turning from a side
road to a main road with heavy trafﬁc, two braking cars and trafﬁc at a junction. We assume
that the projection of the car in (x,y)-plane is a rectangle with size 1m×1.5m. These cases
are simulated by MATLAB SIMULINK and the results demonstrate that the safety of the car
with the shared-controller is guaranteed even if the driver behaves dangerously.
4.6.1 Overtaking
Consider the kinematic model of the rear-wheel driving car described by the equations
(4.1) traveling on a dual lane carriageway. Assume the driver sitting inside the car with the
shared-controller plans to overtake the car in front of him but does not turn his/her wheel
properly. As a result, the car may crash on the one in front of it.
Simulation results are displayed in Fig. 4.4, from which we see that the driver holds the
complete control authority of the car at the beginning, since the car is far away from other
vehicles. As the driver keeps driving the car toward the vehicle in front at high speed, the
feedback controller becomes active, as indicated by the second snapshot. The third snapshot
shows that the driver regains control authority when the car is driven on the overtaking lane
(the right-hand lane). After successfully overtaking the blue car, the driver wants to drive
the car back to the left lane and to continue his journey. However, he/she does not note that
the back of his/her car may hit the blue car since he/she turns the steering wheel too early.
Therefore, the feedback controller is active again, as the fourth snapshot in Fig. 4.4 indicates.
Finally, the driver obtains the control authority back.
4.6.2 Turning
Consider the same model as in Section 4.6.1 with the shared-control given by (3.14)-(4.28)-
(4.29). The car is approaching a junction with a main road with busy trafﬁc. The driver aims
to turn left and to continue his/her journey on the main road. However, he/she does not check
carefully the trafﬁc.
Simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 4.5, from which we see that the shared-controller is
active when the car approaches the junction and the sensors detect that there is not enough
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Fig. 4.4 Snapshots of the path of the car with the shared-control in the (x,y)-plane for the set
Pa represented by the white area. Green car: the controlled car (the feedback controller is
not active). Red car: the controlled car (the feedback controller is active). Blue car: another
vehicle on the road. Dashed line: (x,y)-trajectory of the controlled car.
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Fig. 4.5 Snapshots of the path of the car with the shared-control in the (x,y)-plane for the set
Pa represented by the white area. Green car: the controlled car (the feedback controller is
not active). Red car: the controlled car (the feedback controller is active). Blue cars: other
vehicles on the road. Dashed line: (x,y)-trajectory of the controlled car.
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space for the car to make a turn and join the trafﬁc on the main road. Therefore, with the
help of the shared-control, the car gently stops at the junction and waits till there is sufﬁcient
space to turn. The car then turns left and joins the main road.
4.6.3 Braking
In the third case study we consider the situation in which the car is on a motorway. Suddenly
the car in front (represented by the blue rectangle in Fig. 4.6) brakes, yet the driver does not
respond to this. Hence, the car and the driver are in a dangerous situation. Fig. 4.6 shows
the simulation results. Even if the driver keeps pressing the gas pedal, the shared-controller
forces the car to stop behind the blue car at a safe distance to avoid a collision, thus indicating
the effectiveness of the shared-control algorithm.
4.6.4 Junction
This case study simulates a sequence of trafﬁc at a junction which is a ﬁve-way intersection.
We use the name SE-Road, N-Road and W(E)-Road to denote the road heading to the South-
east, the North and the West (East), respectively. Note that the N-Road is a one-way road. We
assume that the SE-Road is a side road while all the other roads are main roads. In addition,
trafﬁc on the N-Road has a higher priority over that on the WE-Road. The simulation results
of the trafﬁc at the junction are given by Fig. 4.7 and 4.8, which show a sequence of snapshots
at the junction. In sub-ﬁgure (a) of Fig. 4.7 we see six cars with three different colours. The
green ones have the highest priority at the junction since the one on the WE-Road turns left
to the N-Road and the other two on the N-Road keep driving straight when they approach
the junction. The blue ones have the second highest priority at the junction as they aim to
drive straight at the junction to the East and West respectively. The yellow car has the lowest
priority at the junction since it turns right to the side road, i.e. the SE-Road. After a while the
feedback controller for the blue car driven on the WE-Road heading to the West is active
ﬁrstly to give way to the green cars on the N-Road as indicated by sub-ﬁgure (b) of Fig. 4.7,
i.e. the color of the car turns from blue to red. Then the feedback controllers for the blue car
heading to the East and for the yellow car are active successively. In addition, the yellow
car stops just behind the blue one. After the two green cars on the N-Road heading to the
North pass the junction, the two blue cars start to move and the drivers sitting in these two
cars regain the control authority, while the yellow car should wait until all the other cars have
been driven through the junction. To sum up, from sub-ﬁgure (a) of Fig. 4.7 to sub-ﬁgure
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Fig. 4.6 Snapshots of the path of the car with the shared-control in the (x,y)-plane for the set
Pa represented by the white area. Green car: the controlled car (the feedback controller is
not active). Red car: the controlled car (the feedback controller is active). Blue car: other
vehicle on the road.
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(i) of Fig. 4.8 we are able to conclude that the six cars pass the junction and head to their
destinations safely with the help of the shared-control.
4.7 Conclusions
We have developed a solution to the shared-control problem for the kinematic model of a rear-
wheel driving car in the following cases: dealing with static feasible Cartesian set Pa with
measurements of absolute positions, and dealing with dynamic Pa through measurement
of distances and angular differences. In addition, system uncertainties is also considered
to provide a robust shared-controller. The algorithm integrates the human input and the
feedback control input based on a hysteresis switch and the sharing weight is determined by
the sets Rs(vh), Rh(vh) and Rd(vh). Four case studies, shown in Section 4.6, demonstrate
the effectiveness of the shared-control law.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 4.7 Snapshots of the path of the car with the shared-control in the (x,y)-plane for the set
Pa represented by the white area. Green cars: the controlled cars (the feedback controller is
not active) with the highest priority. Blue cars: the controlled cars (the feedback controller
is not active) with the second highest priority. Yellow car: the controlled car (the feedback
controller is not active) with the lowest priority. Red cars: the controlled cars (the feedback
controller is active). Dashed line: (x,y)-trajectory of the controlled car.
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(g) (h)
(i)
Fig. 4.8 The continuation of Fig. 4.7. Snapshots of the path of the car with the shared-control
in the (x,y)-plane for the set Pa represented by the white area. Green cars: the controlled
cars (the feedback controller is not active) with the highest priority. Blue cars: the controlled
cars (the feedback controller is not active) with the second highest priority. Yellow car:
the controlled car (the feedback controller is not active) with the lowest priority. Red cars:
the controlled cars (the feedback controller is active). Dashed line: (x,y)-trajectory of the
controlled car.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
In the thesis we investigated shared-control problems. In particular we have developed
shared-control algorithms for a class of linear constrained systems, mobile robots, a class
of UAVs and a group of rear-wheel drive cars. The shared-control algorithms developed in
the thesis are used to guarantee the “safety” of the closed-loop systems when the human
operator behaves “dangerously”. The word “safe” means that the state of the closed-loop
system has to satisfy some constraints. In other words, the state should belong to a user
pre-selected feasible set for all t ≥ 0. Solving control problems with state constraints is not
easy, especially for nonlinear systems. In the thesis we propose a novel method to remove
the constraints, by changing the coordinates with logarithmic functions. The overall set
describing the feasible values of the system states is divided into three subsets, the safe
subset, the hysteresis subset and the dangerous subset. The control authority is held by the
human operator as long as the state belongs to the safe subset.
The designs of the shared-control algorithms are based on either full state feedback or output
feedback. Both cases have been discussed in the thesis. If all states are measurable, as
discussed in Sections 2.3, 3.6 and 4.3, we present solutions to the shared-control problems for
a class of linear constrained systems, a class of UAVs and rear-wheel drive cars. Otherwise,
when full state feedback is unavailable, the problem can be solved by either developing an
observer (as detailed in Section 2.4) or “remodeling” the system (as detailed in Sections
3.3, 3.4 and 4.5). Simulation results given in Section 2.5.3 shows that the shared-control
law performs well with observers for linear systems, while both the simulation results given
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in Sections 3.5 and 4.6 and the experimental results on a mobile robot demonstrate the
effectiveness of the shared-controllers and show that the “remodeling” of the system is an
efﬁcacious way to deal with the situation in which full state feedback is not available.
We start the discussion of the shared-control design with the assumption that the admissible
conﬁguration set Pa is a time-invariant convex set deﬁned by a group of linear inequalities.
However, we point out that the results can be extended to non-convex Pa deﬁned by linear
inequalities complemented with logical statements. Furthermore, as explained in Chapter 3
and Section 4.5, we are able to deal with any shape of Pa, including time-varying ones, by
remodeling the system using distance variables, instead of absolute position variables.
The thesis proposes a novel analytical solution to the shared-control problem for the con-
sidered systems and makes the computation simpler compared to other methods, such as
MPC. It also provides a rigorous Lyapunov analysis to prove the stability properties of the
closed-loop systems and shows that the states of the s-closed-loop systems converge to the
safe points closest to the target positions chosen by the human operator. Formal properties
of the closed-loop systems with shared-control are also presented: these show that all the
requirements in the problem formulation part of each chapter are achieved. These are: 1)
The constraints on the states of the closed-loop system are satisﬁed for all t ≥ 0; 2) The
closed-loop system with shared-control follows the instructions given by the human operator
in a safe way and the shared-controller does not change his/her intent; 3) The human operator
takes charge of the system if his/her behaviour is not “dangerous”.
5.2 Future Work
The models used in the thesis are rather simple compared with real systems. Therefore, there
is still work left to design shared-controller for a wider set of systems, such as a robot arm
or a car, and the investigations in the thesis could inspire many potential directions that are
worth exploring. We point out a few of them.
One direction for future work is to deal with delays and measurement errors. In the thesis we
have assumed that all the measurements are accurate and synchronous. Various delays are
caused by acquisition of response and excitation data, on-line data processing and application
of control forces. In addition, the measurement noises, produced by sensors and quantization
methods, are fed into the system through the feedback. Even though efforts have been
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devoted to minimize time delays in the system and noises of the measurements, they cannot
be eliminated due to their inherent nature.
Secondly, the thesis focuses on the kinematic models of various systems. However, we are
unable to control the velocities of a real vehicle or UAV directly. In Section 3.6 we have
used the Transition Plant block to represent the system transmitting the shared-control input
(i.e. the external input of the UAV) to the input of the mathematical UAV model (3.28). This
block could be merged with the UAV model if we use a more practical model of the UAV.
Finally, the case study in Section 4.6 explores how the shared-control works for a system
containing more than one vehicle. In fact, multi-agent systems are very common in trans-
portation systems. Therefore, the communication between vehicles and a central control unit,
as well as communication among vehicles are vital to provide an “optimal” solution to all the
agents involved. To improve the efﬁciency of the overall system we may need to reduce the
efﬁciency of several individual ones, which may displease their drivers. How to deal with
this conﬂict could be another interesting direction.
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